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ABSTRACT 

Kaluza-Klein theories are a geometrical way of combining 

gravitational and gauge theories. However, to be successful 

descriptions of nature, these theories must be quantised and the 

results open to sensible interpretation. This thesis is concerned 

with a variety of quantum effects that such a procedure engenders. 

The five dimensional model, considered as a proptotype of 

v 

a more complete theory, exhibits several interesting effects. One 

loop calculations of the tower contribution to scalar expectation 

values demonstrates that the vacuum and self-energy, which vanished 

at the classical level, each receive a finite correction. However, 

the scalar-scalar scattering amplitude remains infinite. The 

latter is indicative of the inherent divergences always present in 

quantum gravities based on the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. 

Gravitational and electromagnetic, Aharanov-Bohm, inter

ference effects are unified, together with a scalar contribution to 

the change in the phase of the wavefunction. 

After the introduction of fermionic matter, chiral and 

conformal anomalies are calculated. The non-minimal, or Pauli 

coupling entails novel redefinitions of the action, the chiral 

anomaly also requiring currents to be altered. The conformal 

anomaly reinforces the non-renormalizability observed earlier. It 

is, however, possible to obviate these anomalies by performing a 

formal summation over the infinite number of virtual fermions. 

Finally, after reviewing the inclusion of non-abelian gauge 

fields, a more realistic, six dimensional model is examined. It is 

shown to be anomalous in its original form and in dimensionally 

reduced form. Dimensional reduction of the relevant topological 



tenns is carried out and the result compared with the four 

dimensional chiral anomaly. The connection between the four and 

six dimensional anomalies is obscure. 
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1. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the development of the idea that 

spaces of dimension d, greater than four, may be useful in 

describing the forces and matter in our world. It will also serve 

to put the main subject matter of this thesis into historical 

perspective. 

1.1 THE CLASSICAL THEORY 

In a 1921 paper, Theodore Kaluza [lJ proposed a five 

dimensional Riemannian space to unify the forces of gravity and 

1 
. + e ectromagnet1sm. Klein [3] reformulated this theory and 

demonstrated that Kaluza's weak field approximation was 

unnecessary. Their remarkable observation was that the 

curvature R in a five dimensional manifold with local product 

structure M4 x s1 is simply the sum of the four dimensional 

curvature scalar R and the Lagrangian for electromagnetism: 

This result was based on two major assumptions: (i) that 

the fields were independent of the fifth coordinate and (ii) that 

the fifth dimension had a scale independent of the position in four 

dimensional space-time. Einstein and Bergmann [4J replaced 

assumption (i) with a periodic dependence on the fifth coordinate, 

realised in a Fourier expansion. This gave rise to an infinite 

tower of massive particles, recently christened 11 pyrgons 11 [5], 

and charge quantisation. The second assumption was relaxed by 

Jordan [6J and Thirry [7], who discovered a scalar field in 

+ Nordstrom [2J had earlier suggested a five dimensional space, 

but used a scalar theory of gravity. 



addition to the gravitational and electromagnetic fields. This 

led to the Brans-Dicke [8J theories of gravity. 

2. 

Pauli [9J introduced spinors to the Kaluza-Klein geometry 

and was the first to observe their coupling to the field strength 

of electromagnetism (in addition to the coupling to the vector 

potential). This non-minimal or 11 Pauli 11 coupling is multiplied by 
~ 

a very small number, (16nG) 2 where G is Newton 1s constant, and 

constitutes a gravito-electric effect predicted by Kaluza-Klein 

theories. It was analysed in greater detail by Thirring [lOJ 

who tried to connect it to CP violation. 

Another significant development was the extension to more 

than one extra dimension, which naturally incorporated non-abelian 

gauge theories. This was described in the language of modern 

differential geometry by Kerner [llJ, Cho [12J and others [13J. 

In this non-abelian generalization, whi·ch is necessary if the 

strong and weak forces are to be included, the manifold under 

consideration is M4 x B, B being a compact manifold with an 

isometry group, G. Then the curvature scalar of the entire space 

splits up into the four dimensional curvature, the Yang-Mills 

Lagrangian for the group G and the curvature scalar of the compact 

space. The latter is identified as a cosmological term from the 

four dimensional viewpoint. 

Luciani [14] generalized the notion of the compact space 

B to include any homogeneous space. These can be written as·a 

coset space G/H with H a subgroup of G and represent the most 

economical way of obtaining an isometry group G from extra 

dimensions. 

In either case, the compact nature of B implies that the 

curvature of the internal manifold is positive definite. As 
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demonstrated by Lichnerowicz [15J, this means that the square of 

the Dirac operator, defined on B only, has no zero eigenvalues. 

Hence, if fermions are to be incorporated, as they must be for a 

complete unified theory, the Dirac action will not be sufficient 

to provide spin-~, massless fermions in four dimensions. This 

unfortunate circumstance may be avoided by beginning with spin-3;2 

fields [16J. Note that non-minimal, Pauli couplings are also 

present in the non-abelian Kaluza-Klein models [17,18,19] (even 

with spin-3;2 fermions [20J). 

The 1970's saw the rise of supersymmetry from ten 

dimensional dual resonance models and led to the enormous 

popularity of extra dimensions. Reference [21J contains a good 

description of the impact on Kaluza-Klein theories and a com

prehensive list of relevant papers. The large body of recent 

literature has addressed many aspects of these theories which 

for the most part can be divided into several dominant themes: 

The first is spontaneous compactification [22], where 

an attempt is made to find a stable ground state satisfying the 

field equations and describing a product space M4 x B rather than 

a fully non-compact space Md. Matter fields were found to be 

necessary [23J; a departure from a purely geometrical theory, 

except if they can be incorporated in a fixed manner, such as 

in supergravity theories [24]. Interestingly, d=ll supergravity 

was shown to naturally select the product of a four and a seven 

dimensional space with one compact and the other non-compact, the 

time coordinate always residing in the non-compact space [25]. 

Alternatively, if the assumptions of Einstein's gravity are 

relaxed to allow curvature squared terms in the Lagrangian, 

spontaneous compactification may occur [26J; a result which has 
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received little attention until the recent resurgence of superstring 

theories which require the same terms [27J. 

A second major line of inquiry has attempted to obtain the 

observed quark and lepton spectrum from d-dimensional fermionic 

matter. Witten [28J has contributed much to this line of inquiry, 

identifying seven extra dimenions as the minimum number to 

accommodate the gauge symmetries of the standard model, SU(3)x 

SU(2)xU(l), with, for example, the manifold CP2xs2xs1. This is 

the maximum number for supergravity, a coincidence that created 

much enthusiasm for d=ll, N=l supergravity. Witten also noted 

the difficulty in obtaining chiral representations of fermions 

and enough zero modes of the fermionic operator to account for all 

the light mass (compared to the Planck mass ~ 1019 GeV) quarks and 

leptons. He has since examined the fermion quantum numbers more 

comprehensively [16J, proving that chiral representations of 

massless fermions are impossible unless one begins with an even 

dimensional space with fundamental gauge fields that assume a 

non-trivial vacuum topology on the internal manifold. This 

latter result means that the currently observed chirality of 

the weak interactions cannot be explained unless the original 

ideas are generalized by, for example, considering more general 

geometries than Einstein's [29], or allowing the internal space to 

be non-compact like a teardrop [30]. 

One can, however, consider models which have explicit 

gauge fields and hope that they may be motivated by some more 

fundamental theory. This less ambitious view was started with 

a six dimensional Einstein-Maxwell model [23,31] which 

Randjbar-Daemi et al [32J analysed quite thoroughly. It 

spontaneously compactifies to the product of four dimensional 



Minkowski space and a two sphere, with the Maxwell field given a 

monopole configuration on the 11 internal 11 space. Massless, chiral 

fermions are also present. Other such models begin with abelian 

gauge fields in twelve dimensions [33J, or non-abelian ones in 

six [34J, eight [35J and ten [16] dimensions. A particular ten 

dimensional model is N=l supergravity coupled to Es x Es or 

5. 

spin 32/Z2 (~ S0(32)) supersymmetric Yang-Mills fields, the low 

energy limit of one of the superstrings [36J. There is also a six 

dimensional model [37J which may arise from a superdisc theory. 

Partially successful models which retain the hope of a 

purely geometrical unification are Weinberg 1 s seven dimensional 

model [29], based on a quasi-Riemannian space-time with torsion, 

and Wetterich 1 s suggestions for treating the internal space in 

navel ways [3SJ. It seems, however, difficult to claim any 

uniqueness for particular models; phenomenology is currently the 

only guide! 

Complementary to this exercise is the general problem of 

obtaining four dimensional effective theories with harmonic 

expansions on compact manifolds and dimensional reduction. Salam 

and Strathdee [19J have obtained general formulae valid for all 

coset spaces and have done the necessary groundwork for many 

subsequent investigations. One should also note an earlier paper 

by Mecklenberg ClSJ. This gave a thorough discussion of the 

reduction of seven dimensional relativity with the internal space 

a three-torus or a three-sphere, the latter case demonstrating the 

existence of Pauli couplings between fermions and non-abelian gauge 

fields. Additionally, a paper by Kerner [17J considered the 

multidimensional Einstein-Cartan theory and its coupling to 

fermions. Salam and Strathdee demonstrated the existence of 
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Pauli couplings for all coset spaces [19J. 

In the same article [19], the complete spectrum (with 

appropriate gauge fixing) of the 4+1 dimensional theory was shown to be: 

(i) one massless scalar, vector and tensor particle, 

(ii) an infinite tower of massive spin-2 particles, with 

masses ~ n/R, n E 71. and R the radius of the fifth dimension, or 

Kaluza-Klein circle. The mass spectrum of this tower (called 

11 pyrgons 11 [5] from the Greek 7TVpyoi:; for tower or ladder) was seen 

to follow from the non-compact, infinite parameter Lie algebra 

SO(l,2). It was later demonstrated [39] that indeed the symmetries 

of the full five dimensional theory include a Kac-Moody extension 

of the Poincare algebra. Aulakh and Sahdev [40J point out that 

this system of an infinite number of interacting spin-2 particles 

avoids the previously encountered difficulties in obtaining 

consistent couplings for spin-2 fields to gravity (see for example 

[ 41 J) . 

Subsequent work on dimensional reduction has looked at 

the mass spectrum obtained from coset spaces [42,57], the 

reduction of Rarita-Schwinger fields [20J (which also exhibits 

non-minimal, Pauli coupling) and the reduction of relevant 

topological terms [43]. 

Other developments in classical aspects of Kaluza-Klein 

theories have included an examination of: 

(i) Cosmological implications of extra dimensions [44J, which 

have, for example, fuelled speculation about time varying funda

mental constants [45]. 

(ii) Spherically symmetric solutions [46J in the hope of finding 

non-singular alternatives to the Schwarzschild solution and the 

attendant antigravity effects. 



(iii) Magnetic monopoles [47J which always seem to accompany 

quantised electric charge and their possible duality with the 

pyrgons [48J. 

(iv) The possibility of connecting the Pauli coupling with the 

Schuster-Blackett Law, relating the magnetic moment of celestial 

objects to their spin angular momentum [49J. This is possible 

because massive particles in the Kaluza-Klein geometry have an 

anomalous magnetic moment equal to one [50]. 

7. 

(v) Phenomenological implications of extra dimensions including 

an increased proton lifetime, non-vanishing neutrino masses, 

exotic generations of quarks [51], and a possible, feeble fifth 

force from compactification [52J. 

The above summary of some investigations into classical 

aspects of Kaluza-Klein theories is most certainly incomplete. 

However, it highlights the relevant features for the main body of 

this thesis. More comprehensive reference listings may be found 

in: 

(1) Pais 1 book [53] which also details Einstein 1 s contribution to 

Kaluza-Klein theories; 

(2) two excellent review volumes [54,55] which, among other 

articles, contain English translations of the original 

papers by Kaluza [lJ and Klein [3J; 

(3) various useful review articles [21,56,57]. 

Additionally~ the reader may wish to consult several (somewhat 

dated) books which contain sections on the five dimensional 

Kaluza-Klein theory [58,59,60,61]. 
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1.2 QUANTUM EFFECTS 

Unwin [62], concluding a discussion of the five dimensional 

Kaluza-Klein theory, noted that the quantisation of this theory 

would produce large Casimir energies, because of the extremely 

small size of the fifth dimension. This observation is of course 

relevant to the more general case of more than one compact 

dimension and prompted many authors to search for such vacuum 

energies by computing the effective potential for various ground 

states, for example M4 x s1 including gravity [63J, M4 x SN for 

matter fields [64J, antisymmetric tensor fields [65] and gravity 

[66J and also at high temperature for matter fields [67J. 

This quantum effect is important for self-consistent 

dimensional reduction, where the assumed background solution is a 

solution of the effective field equations (as well as the classical 

equations of motion), as it-may drive compactification. However, 

as emphasized by Toms [68J, the vacuum energy is just the first 

term in an expansion of the effective action in powers of the 

curvature and corresponds to an enormous quantum mechanically 

induced cosmological constant. The second term in this expansion 

is proportional to the curvature scalar and hence is a 

renormalization of the gravitational constant; there is also an 

induced Yang-Mills term in the effective four dimensional action 

which renormalizes the gauge coupling. Candelas and Weinberg [64J 

have used this term to calculate gauge couplings in models with 

highly symmetric internal spaces, such as spheres. This is a 

remarkable application of quantum mechanics to improve the 

predictive power of Kaluza-Klein theories. Remember, in the 

classical theory the radius was an undetermined parameter. 
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These consistency calculations provide severe constraints 

for realistic theories. For example, the one loop induced 

Einstein-Hilbert term was used by Huggins and Toms [69J to show 

that the original Kaluza-Klein theory, M4 x s1, is not quantum 

mechanically consistent. (Kunstatter and Levio [70J have cast 

doubts upon the gauge invariance of calculations of effective 

potentials and actions). 

Note that all the above analyses were done for odd 

dimensional internal spaces. These have no one-loop infinities 

(with sane appropriate regularization scheme) and hence avoid the 

problems of quantum gravity.+ An account of the renormalization 

properties of odd dimensional Kaluza-Klein theories, attributing 

the above observation to the absence of counterterms, was given 

by Duff and Toms [71J. In this paper they emphasised the 

importance of retaining all the modes (pyrgons) in the quantised 

theory. This is because there is an infinite number of pyrgons and 

hence, despite their large masses, their combined effect as virtual 

particles in Feynman diagrams may be comparable to the massless 

modes (Salam and Strathdee also noted this fact in [19J). 

Our work [72J on quantum corrections in the five 

dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory demonstrates the enormous 

magnitude of one loop effects and the non-renormalizability of 

scattering processes from the four dimensional viewpoint. These 

effects are due to the exchange of the infinite tower of massive 

spin-2 particles, rather than the massless graviton. 

+ We note, however, recent progress for even dimensional spaces 

[104J. 
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The non-renormalizability is also visible in a calculation 

of the one-loop quantum correction to the trace of the energy

momentum tensor, the so-called 11 confonnal anomaly11 (see [73] for a 

good review). This has been calculated [74J for a four dimensional* 

fermionic action with non-minimal couplings to the gauge field, 

characteristic of the reduced action from Kaluza-Klein theories. 

These Pauli couplings engender contributions to the trace of the 

energy-momentum tensor which are quartic in the field strength 

(analogous to curvature squared terms in the case of gravity [73J) 

and imply additions to the conventional Lagrangian for gauge 

theories. Higher loop calculations are likely to require further 

additions, such as tenns of sixth order in the field strength, 

indicating the loss of renormalizability. 

Many authors [16,75,76] motivated by the possibility of 

obtaining chiral fennions if even dimensional theories are 

considered, have examined the quantum effect known as the axial or 

chiral anomaly [77]. An anomaly is essentially the observation 

that the classical equation for a current is modified by quantum 

corrections. In the case of the chiral anomaly, the equation of 

motion for the axial current is altered by the addition of a 

parity violating term. The chiral anomaly has also been viewed 

by some as a symmetry breaking effect [78J. References [75,76] 

contain good discussions of the chiral anomaly and comprehensive 

listings of original papers. The interest in this effect for 

Kaluza-Klein theories stems from three points. Firstly, a one 

loop calculation of a chiral anomaly is complete [79J. This 

* A recent paper [105] has obtained closed expression for the 

conformal anomaly in higher (even) dimensions. 
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can be understood by noting that the superficial divergences of 

all higher order graphs are less than the one loop triangle diagram. 

Secondly, quantum consistency demands a 11 no anoma ly 11 condition for 

the fermions in the higher dimensional space and the reduced 

theory. The third related point is that the low energy fermion 

spectrum will be determined (at least the multiplets they form) 

by a vanishing anomaly condition [80]. Note that each generation 

of fermions in the standard model, SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l), is free 

of chiral anomalies (this is nicely reviewed by Huang [80J). At 

the present time, the most popular anomaly free theory is ten 

dimensional supergravity coupled to super Yang-Mills with 

particular gauge groups [36], as already mentioned. 

Other work on chiral anomalies has considered the four 

dimensional, reduced actions. Excluding Pauli couplings, Duff 

and Toms [71J noted the anomaly for each fermion mode from the 

five dimensional theory. They also noted that a formal summation 

over all modes will find no overall anomaly, corresponding to 

the absence of a chiral anomaly in five dimensions. In fact all 

odd dimensional space-times have no chiral anomaly, as no 

projections onto states of definite parity can be defined (see, 

for example [16J). This has been extended to include Pauli 

couplings [81J. The conclusion of Duff and Toms [71J after the 

formal summation is not altered, but the details of the calculation 

reflect the Pauli coupling. The effect of such couplings in the 

non-abelian Kaluza-Klein theory has also been considered [82J. 

In particular, for the six dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory 

[23,32] which has four dimensional gauge group SU(2) x U(l), the 

SU(2) anomaly vanishes and the U(l) anomaly must be minimalized 

with redefinitions of the action and the axial current. 
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Interestingly, in this model, which happens to be anomalous in 

both six and four dimensions, dimensional reduction of the chiral 

anomaly does not connect the two results but does implicate the 

correct terms. 

Finally a recent investigation [83] has united the 

gravitational and electromagnetic (Aharanov-Bohm [84J) interference 

effects in the five dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory. Namely, the 

change in the phase of the wavefunction of a quantum particle 

moving in a closed path in the Kaluza-Klein geometry can be shown 

to be the sum of two terms: one due to the four dimensional 

curvature and the other due to electromagnetism. This has been 

extended [85] to include the scalar particle with the result that 

there is an interference effect due to the Kaluza-Klein dilaton. 

This summary is not exhaustive by any means. The 

interested reader is referred to the references for more details 

and also to Toms' [86J review which contains many references to 

original work on quantum effects in Kaluza-Klein theories. 

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 

The main aim of this thesis is to study quantum effects in 

Kaluza-Klein theories, in particular those due to the novel 

features such as the tower of spin-2 particles and the Pauli 

coupling. 

Hence, chapter two is essentially a review. It details 

the classical aspects of the five dimensional theory relevant for 

later sections. In particular the reduction of the curvature is 

carried out, giving the propagators for the massive spin-2 

particles and their interactions with the scalar. The propagators 

are summed and the resulting potential compared to that of the 



usual, massless graviton. The reduction of the Dirac Lagrangian 

is also performed. 

13. 

In chapter three this theory is quantised and the 

attendant ghost structure obtained. Then, to exhibit the quantum 

effects of the infinite tower of massive particles, in addition 

to the usual graviton, three expectation values of the scalar, 

~' are calculated: <~>, <~~> and <~~~~>. The first two of these 

vanish for the ordinary graviton but are finite and non-zero for 

the whole tower. The third is infinite for the ordinary graviton 

and the massive modes do not change this [72]. 

Chapter four demonstrates the Kaluza-Klein unification of 

the gravitational and electromagnetic interference effects and a 

new effect due to the scalar is obtained [85J. 

We then turn to the fermion sector of the theory, 

concentrating our attention on the Pauli coupling. Using the 

heat kernel approach, the chiral, or axial, anomalies for two and 

four dimensional models with Pauli couplings are calculated in 

chapter five [81J. In particular, reference is made to an 

independent derivation [87J of the result for one of these models. 

Chapter six contains the conformal anomalies calculated for two 

models [74J, which further demonstrates the non-renormalizability 

of Kaluza-Klein theories. 

After a resume of the non-abelian generalization in 

section 7.1, the six dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory is 

reviewed. Its reduction to four dimensions is mentioned and the 

chiral anomalies in both four and six dimensions are obtained. 

The relation between these is discussed [82J. 



Finally, in chapter eight we conclude the investigation 

with some comments and suggestions for further work. 

Appendix A summarises our notation and gives some useful 

identities, including y-matrix formulae. Functional methods are 

briefly described in Appendix B, but the uninitiated reader 

14. 

should refer to [88,89] for a more detailed exposition. Appendix C 

contains contraction formulae for the massive spin-2 propagators, 

which are used in Chapters 2 and 3. The necessary results for 

evaluating integrals in dimensional regularization are given in 

Appendix D [90J and are used primarily in Chapter 3. 



2. CLASSICAL ASPECTS OF THE FIVE DIMENSIONAL 

KALUZA-KLEIN THEORY 

15. 

This chapter details various aspects of the original 

Kaluza-Klein theory. In particular the connections and the 

reduction of the curvature scalar are given with and without 

dependence on the fifth dimension (y). This serves to define 

the propagators and interactions of the four dimensional fields. 

The propagators for the massive spin-2 modes are then summed and 

the classical potential for their exchange is obtained. 

Lastly the reduction of the five dimensional Dirac Action 

is performed, displaying the Pauli coupling. 

The material in this chapter relies heavily on the review 

by Toms [91J. 

2.1 THE CONNECTION COEFFICIENTS AND THE CURVATURE SCALAR 

The classical Einstein theory of gravity, without matter 

fields, is described by the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian (see for 

example Weinberg 1 s book [92J). In an arbitrary number of 

dimensions, d, it may be written as 

(2.1.1) 

Here a is the cl-dimensional analogue of 16nG, G being Newton 1 s 

constant. Barred quantities denote the full cl-dimensional 

versions of the more familiar quantities in four dimensions. For 

example gMN +-+ gµv· Upper case Latin indices will refer to the 

whole space, lower case Greek to 4-space. The metric signature 

is taken to be+--- ... - and g = detgMN . 
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In d = 5 dimensions, the coordinates will be defined by 

xM such that xµ describes a non-compact four dimensional space-time 
5 and x = y, 0 5:._Y 5:_ L. That is, y is assumed to have finite range. 

In terms of these coordinates, a length element was chosen by 

Kaluza [lJ and Klein [3J: 

This corresponded to a particular choice 

2 g -K A A 
µv µ v -KA 

µ 

-KA -1 
\) 

for the five dimensional metric. Here A is some four-vector, K 
µ 

a constant and the fields were assumed to be y independent. 

Let us, however, begin with the more general parametriza-

tion of the metric: 

2 g -K cpA A 
µv µ v 

-KcpA 
\) 

-KcpA 
µ 

-cp 
(2.1.2) 

which includes the scalar field cp. This form for the metric 

follows from tensor transformation properties [61]. A factor cpr 

has also been included. For the moment, let us retain the 

assumption of y-independence, namely, gMN,S = O. 

The metric components are with respect to a coordinate 

basis ldxµ, dy} with duals {~a~, 4--} which commute. 
axll oy 

If we 

choose a different basis, called the 11 horizontal-lift 11 [12] or 

11 gauge-covariant 11 basis of Chang et al [13]: 

(2.1.3) 



then the metric tensor assumes a diagonal form 

5r+l 

; lg = r-g <P-2 

The basis vectors dual to deM are ZM given by 

zµ = aµ - KAµa 5 

Z5 = a5 

and fail to commute: 

[l , Z ] = -K F Z5 µ v µv 

17. 

(2.1.4) 

(2.1.5) 

(2.1.6) 

Here F (=a A -a A ) looks like the field strength of an abelian µv µ v v µ 

gauge theory. These vectors fonn an 11 anholonomic basis 11
• The 

connections and curvatures in such a basis can be obtained from 

the metric (2.1.4) by using the following fonnulae [91J: 

Given gMN and CMNL defined by 

(2.1.7) 

the Riemannian connection can be written as 

(2.1.8) 

The Riemann curvature tensor is 

-K -K -K -K -P 
R LMN = ZN r LM - ZM r LN + r PN r LM 

-K -P -K P 
- r PM r LN + r LP CMN (2.1.9) 

-L From this one forms the Ricci tensor RMN = R MLN and the curvature 

scalar R. Note that indices are raised and lowered with gMN, gMN 



respectively. As an example: 

K -KL -
r MN = g rLMN 

For the five dimensional theory, defined by equations 

l2.1.3) and (2.1.4), the above fonnulae give the following 

connections: 

cµv 
5 

- K F = µ\! 

-/.. 
r µv = rX + r cp-1 

µv "Z 

cp 'v (2.1.10) 

These connections are a generalization of those found in Toms• 

article [91J to include the scalar. Note the dependence on r; 

for example, r = 0 is a particularly simple choice. However 

r = -1 is not allowed as then 955 = -1 again. 
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The curvature Lagrangian following from these connections 

is well known in the literature for the values r = 0 and r = -1;3 

[21,47,63]. The latter value is particularly attractive as then 

the Lagrangian density lg R has no multiplicative powers of cj>. 

That is, for r = _1;3 +, 

-=- - 1 2 µv 1 -2 µ lg R = r-Q ( R - n K cj>F F - -c cj> a cj>() cj>) 
~ µv o µ (2.1.11) 

+ Note that a total derivative term is discarded in obtaining 

this form [47aJ. 
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Of course all the theories with different values of rare related 

by a conformal transformation of the four-metric [47aJ just as one 

usually finds in Brans-Dicke theories of gravity. For a general r 

The scalar-tensor part of this equation may be compared with the 

form for the Brans-Dicke Lagrangian, L = ~R - w~-la ~aµ~. 
µ 

3r+l 
Identifying ~ with cp-2-, one finds that t.he Brans-Di eke coupling 

constant is w = 6r2/(3r+1) 2. As Weinberg has noted [92J, the 

Brans-Dicke theory becomes identical with the Einstein theory in 

the limit of w + 00 • Clearly this is equivalent tor+ _l/3 in 

the five dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory. For other w (note 

that the range 0 < w < oo is covered by _l/3 < r < 0) physical 

effects are different from the Einstein theory. For example, the 

bending of light by the sun depends on w, or r [92J. 

The equation (2.1.11) contains the so-called 11 Kaluza-Klein 

mi racle 11
• Namely, contained in the Lagrangian for gravity in 

d = 5 is the same ford= 4 plus the Maxwell Lagrangian for 

electromagnetism in a curved space. To complete the unification 

one substitutes (2.1.11) into the action (2.1.1) and trivially 

integrates over the fifth coordinate, y (since the fields are so 

far assumed independent of y), yielding the effective four 

dimensional action 

s = f d4x!-=a ( - 1- R - 1 cpF Fµv - - 1- cp-2 a cpaµcp) 
g l67TG 4 µv 6K2 µ 

( 2 .1.12) 

This is for r = _1/3, physically the best motivated theory. 
-

Since R is a scalar, this result is valid in any basis. It 

required the identifications a= 16TIGL (where G is Newton's 



constant, L the circumference of the fifth dimension) and 

K2 = 16TIG. We note in passing that, firstly, ~ has zero 

canonical dimension [93] and the final term in (2.1.12) could be 

recast in a more familiar form by defining a new scalar x by 

~=exp /3 KX. Secondly, for compatability with the five 

dimensional vacuum Einstein equations, RMN = 0, the scalar field 

is necessary [21J. 

Finally we note that an abelian gauge group really is 

associated with the extra dimension: 

Under the following transfonnation 

xµ + xµ 

Aµ +A'µ 

y + y + f(xµ) 

the length element from the metric (2.1.4) is invariant only if 

de5 is unchanged: 

That is, only if A transfonns according to µ 

20. 

A'(x) =A (x) - K-l a f(x) 
µ µ µ (2.1.13) 

a U(l) gauge transformation of the second kind. 

Geometrically the ground state must be M4 x s1 as the 

circle (s1) is the group manifold for U(l). 

2.2 THE MASSIVE PARTICLES, OR DEPENDENCE ON THE FIFTH COORDINATE 

If we allow for the metric to depend on the fifth 

dimension, that is y, the curvature scalar will contain additional 

terms, due to GMN, 5 1 0. The calculation of these is messy in 

any basis. For our purposes, it will be convenient to employ the 
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Goldberg [94J fonn of'the Einstein-Hilbert action in d = 5: 

- 1 I 4 -= 1 -MN -PQ -KL - -
S - 16TIGL d x dy lg 4 g g g (gMK,P gNL,Q 

then the new tenns due to gMN, 5 1 0 are found by extracting only 

those parts which contain at least one 5-derivative of g. (Those 

without a 5-derivative will just add to give (2.1.11) again). One 

finds 

f 
4 -= 1 [ -MN -PQ -55 - - - - ) 

d x dy lg 4 g g g (gMP,5 gNQ,5 - gMN,5 gPQ,5 

-MN -P5 -Q5(- - - - ) 
+ 2 9 g g gMN,5 gPQ,5 - gMP,5 gNQ,5 

-MN -PQ -A5 - - - - ) 
+ 2 g g g (gMP,A gNQ,5 gMN,A gPQ,5 

-MN -PA -Q5 - - -
+ 2 g g g (gMN,A 9pq,5 + gMN,5 9PQ,A 

(2.2.2) 

Salam and Strathdee C19J have shown that the d = 4 spectrum of 

particles from these tenns (2.2.2) is a tower of massive spin-2 

particles. This is most easily seen by using a background field 

expansion for the 4-metric: 

g - n + h 
µv µv µv 

That is, h is a fluctuation about four dimensional Minkowski µv 

space, n . µv 
Then, using the gauge choice [63J (about which we 

shall say more 4n section 3.1) 

(2.2.3) 

and keeping only tenns quadratic in h and choosing r = - i , 
jl\) .J 



* (2.2.2) reduces to : 
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(2.2.4) 

This is in addition to the parts quadratic in h from (2.1.11): 
]JV 

(2.2.5) 

Since we assume a ground state M4 x s1, the metric tensor is 

periodic in y. Hence we shall make a Fourier expansion for h 
]JV 

h (x,y) 
]JV 

= 
00 

I 
n=-oo 

h (n)(x)e2niny/L 
]JV 

The n = 0 term on the right hand side is clearly just the 

(2.2.6) 

y-independent part of the metric, which we discussed in the 

previous section. We shall refer ton as the mode number or 

11mode 11
, hence n = 0 is the 11 zero mode 11

• The "higher modes 11
, 

n + 0, are the additions due to y dependence. The gauge choice, 

(2.2.3), means that A and~ are purely zero mode fields. 
].l ' 

Let us now substitute the expansion (2.2.6) into the 

expressi_on (2.2.4) for the 5-derivatives of the tensor fluctuation. 

Noting that a5 exp(2niny/L) = i(2nn/L)exp(2niny/L), one finds 

that (2.2.4) becomes 

* In the horizontal lift basis, where the metric is diagonal, and 

with the gauge choice (2.2.3) one finds that equation (2.2.2) 

reduces exactly to 



Here Mn = 2rrn/L. The integral over y can now be done because of 

the identity 

JLdy ei2rrny/L ei2mny/L = L o(n,m) , 

0 

where o(n,m) = 1 if n+m = 0 and 0 otherwise. Hence one finds 
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Apart from the interaction with ~' this is just a conventional 

mass term for spin-2 particles. Note that the zero mode is 

massless and that the higher modes have quantised masses. From 

the four dimensional viewpoint there are an infinite number of 

these modes. Equation (2.2.7) also provides us with an example of 

11 mode conservation 11
, which is really nothing other than momentum 

conservation in the extra dimension (or charge conservation~). 

A similar analysis to the above can be applied to the 

kinetic terms (2.2.5), yielding 

1 
16rrG 

L Jd4x 1 (h(-n)µv,ph(n) + 2h(-n)µv 
n 4 µv,p ,µ 

- 2h(-n)µv,p h(n) - h(-n)p 
µp,v p,µ 

h{n)cr µ). (2.2.8) 
cr' 

Green functions, or propagators in momentum space, come 

from inverting the sum of equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), ignoring 

the scalar field ~- To do this, one couples a source J to hµv µv 
and Fourier transforms to momentum space; effectively by the 

replacement of ia with k . The equation to invert can then be µ µ 

written as (remember, K
2 = 16rrG) 



h{-n) C(q2nµpnvcr_ 2qµqpnvcr+2qµqvnpcr_q2nµvnpcr)/ 4 µv 
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-M 2( µp va_ µv pcr)/4Jh(n) = K2h(-n)µvJ(n) 12 . 
n n n n n pa µv (2.2.9) 

Upon taking the functional derivative of this equation with respect 

oh ( n) 
to h(m) (using ----1:!.Y...-mv = -2

1 (nK n.A +nK n.A ) ) , the equations of motion 
KA. ohLmJ µ v v µ 

KA 
for the field h~~) are obtained: 

(2.2.10) 

For n t 0 this system of equations may be inverted by taking 

contractions of (2.2.10) with nKA., qK and qKqA and substituting 

the results back into (2.2.10). This gives the massive spin-2 

propagator 6(~) KAµV 

h(n) = 6(n) J(n)KA. 
KA KA.µv ' 

1 

( ) 2 ~(P P, +P P, ) - 3 
A n = K Kµ AV KV /\µ 
l..l - 2 2 KAllV q _ M 

n 

p p 
KA jl\) (2.2.11) 

It is the standard result in momentum space [95J. Both this and 

the "interaction Lagrangian" (2.2.7) are known in the literature 

[63]; Some contractions of the projection operator, P , and of µv 
~ may be found in Appendix B. µvpcr 

For n = 0, equation (2.2.10) is the non-invertible 

equation of motion for a massless spin-2 particle [95J. To 

invert it, another condition must be imposed. That is, a gauge 

must be chosen. For example, in the hannonic gauge, aµhµv = 0, 
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the propagator is 

2.3 SUMMING THE MASSIVE PROPAGATORS 

For energies less than the mass of the first mode, namely 

2TI/L, one would expect the massless propagator to dominate 

classical scattering amplitudes. However, because there are an 

infinite number of massive spin-2 particles, this 11 low-energy 11 

argument needs some justification. Hence we shall sum over the 

massive propagators, transformed to position space, and compare 

the result with the known l/(separation) 2 behaviour of the massless 

graviton [72 J. 

The five dimensional propagator is the sum over the 

infinite number of discrete modes, n, with Fourier coefficients 

exp(iMny). From this it follows that 

oo ( ) iM y 
/:, (xy) t 6.n (x)e n 

µvpcr ' = n=-oo µvpcr 
(2.3.1) 

The stroke through the summation symbol indicates that the gauge 

dependent zero mode has been excluded. 1:,(n) (x) is the Fourier 
µvpcr 

transform of the momentum space propagator: 

/:,(n) (x) = J d4 e-iq.x 6.(n) ( ) 
µvpcr q µvpcr q 

2 2 
= [0 0 +O rlo" -20 0 /3JK MnK1(Mnr)/4TI r . µp vcr µv vp µv pcr (2.3.2) 

It is symmetric under n -H--n. 

The following definitions apply: 



o - n + a a /M 2 
µv µv µ v n 

r = I -x2 = I- x µx 
µ 

Additionally, the Fourier transform of (q2-Mn2) gives K1(Mnr), 

the modified Bessel function or Hankel function of imaginary 

argument (this is derived in [96J). It has the series expansion 

for small argument: 
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. ~1 z z 3 
K1(Z) = z + 2 ~n(z- + 1) + O(Z ) (2.3.3) 

Pairing each n with -n allows the right hand side of (2.3.1) to 

be written as 
co 

2 l 
n=l 

'1(n) (x) cos My 
µvpcr n 

There are three types of sum to be done in this expression: 

(2.3.4) 

co 

I Cl or a a JM 2 or a a a a JM 4JM K1(M r) cos M y/4n2r 
n=l - . v cr' n - µ v p cr' n n n n 

Note that O 2.Y ..'.:. L(= 2nR) so My has a restricted range n 

O < M y < 27Tn. - n -

In the limit of small or large separation, r, these 

difficult sums can be performed: 

(1) small r, i.e. r << R; Mnr is small and we may replace 

K1(Mnr) by 1/Mnr . Consequently the three basic sums become: 

co co • 

r-2 t cos(ny/R) =~co [e 1ny/R -1J/2r2 

, 2 
= [2nR o(y) -1J/2r 

= Po(y)/r2 (2.3.5a) 

co 2 2 
a a r-2 ) n-2 cos(ny/R) = a a r-2 [ n - !I1_ + Y J 
v cr t v cr 'b 2R ef 

::: Q P2(y) va 
(2.3.5b) 
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-2 
00 

-4 a a a a r } n cos(ny/R) 
µ v p a r 

2 4 2 2 3 4 
= a a a a r - c.:!!"_____ 1I__L +&.:____- __L_ J 

µ v P a 90 ~ 12R3 48R4 

(2.3.5c) 

The P2s(y) are special cases of the general fonnula [98J 

00 

-2s s+l 2s 2 I n cos(2nny) = (-1) (2n) B2s(y)/(2s)! 
n=l 

Also the tensors in these equations are 

-2 4 6 Q = a a r = 2n /r + 8x x /r µv µ v µv µ v 

+ 48( x x + x x + x x + x x + x x + x x )/r8 
nµv p a npa µ v nµp v a nva µ p nµa v p nvp µ a 

10 
+ 384 x x x x /r , µ v p a 

which must be interpreted as distributions [97] when r ~ 0 in 

order to produce delta-functions and their derivatives after 

contraction over indices. 

Substituting equations (2.3.5) into (2.3.4), one obtains 

the following contribution from the tower, in the region r << R: 

+ [ nµp Qva +nµaQvp +nvaQµp +nvp Qµa ] 

-2(nµvQpa+npaQµv)/3 

+ 4R4 Q P4(y)/3 µvpcr (2.3.6) 

In this form (2.3.6) is not particularly useful. One 

should contract out the indices; for example, with momenta in 

some scattering process, as will be done shortly. Meanwhile we 

can venture the statement that the most significant, or singular 
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tenn will be the last one in (2.3.6). It is of order R4;r6 times 

a polynomial of fourth degree in (.y/R). The graviton contribution 

of order l/r2 , which must be separately included, is relatively 

innocuous in this limit. 

(2) larger, i.e. r >>R; In this limit the tenns a a /M 2 and 
µ v n 

aµavapa
0

/Mn4 in the propagator (2.3.1) may be neglected as the 

conjugate momentum (p +-+ia) is small compared to Mn. The 
µ µ 

sum to be done then simplifies to 

oo iM y 
K
2

(nµpnv
0
+nµonvp-2nµvn 

0
/3) [ 1 Mn K1(Mnr)e n /8TI2r 

p -oo 

- 1/r2 J (2.3.7) 

Here an n = 0 piece has been included (and subtracted) for 

convenience. Using an integral representation for K1 [98J the 

content of the square brackets in (2.3.7) may be re-expressed as 

00 

I exp(in(t+y)/R) - 1z 
n=-00 r 

(2.3.8) 

Now the sum over n may be perfonned: it yields a delta function 

constraint: 

I ein(t+y)/R = I 2TIR o(t+y+2kTIR) 
n=-oo k=-oo 

The sum over k is because of the periodicity in Y; y and 

y+2nRk are identified. Equation (2.3.8) now becomes 

2 2 312 2 L TIR/[(y+2nRk) + r J - l/r 
k=-oo 

00 

Since we are in the large r limit it is reasonable to 

approximate this by 
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the first term coming from k = 0, the second from k t 0, noting that 

y <<rand doubling up the sum. Finally, this last sum can be 

approximated by an integral from above and below: 

00 

< 2 
1 

1 

The integrals can be evaluated exactly and yield 1/r2 for the sum 

as r + 00 • Hence (2.3.9) becomes 

r + oo 

Thus, in the limit of large separation, the infinite tower of 

massive spin-2 states yields the propagator 

(4n/K) 2~ (x,y) - C(n n +n n )/2-n n /3JnR/(y2+r2)312 
µvpcr µp vcr µcr vp µv pa' 

(2.3.10) 

This behaves as R/r3 and we are led to conclude that the 

supplementary graviton contribution will dominate the long range 

effects. This observation accords perfectly with the standard, 

classical, low-energy expectations, where one expects the massless 

mode to dominate the massive modes. 

The significance of these sums is more apparent when the 

tensor indices are contracted out. Therefore, let us consider a 

scalar field <I> introduced to the full Kaluza-Klein geometry, 

having its own propagating modes. The action for this field is 

1 r 4 -=- -MN 
s <I> = - "2 j d x dy I g g <I>, M <I>, N 

Using the metric from section (2.1) (in any basis), this becomes 

(r = _l/3) 
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+ (K2AµA - ~-l)m m ) 
µ 'I' '!',5'!',5 (2.3.11) 

To study the exchange of the spin-2 tower it is sufficient to expand 

(2.3.11) to first order about a flat background metric n . That µv 
is, we write the four metric as g = n +h , with h assumed to µv µv µv µv 
be a small perturbation about flat space. We then substitute the 

expansions [95 J 

vCg = {_-de t g ) ~ = 1 + 1 h µ + O ( h 2 ) µv 2 µ 

into (2.3.11} and retain terms linear in h to find the relevant 

interaction Lagrangian: 

(2.3.12) 

This gives the vertex rule (see figure 1) 

r (p,p') = ~ C(p-p') (p-p') -(p+p'} (p+p') +2p.p'n J • µv ~ µ v µ v µv 

Note that an expansion for <P, 

qi(x,y) 1 
- -1 

L'2 
l exp(iM y) <P(n)(x) , 
n n 

substituted into (2.3.11 or 12) and integrated over y demands 

11 mode conservation 11
• Also notice that the <P(n) have the same 

masses as the massive spin-2 particles [19J. 

Consider now a scattering process (figure 2). The initial 

scalars are assumed to be in the ground state, n = 0, and the 

final scalars have equal and opposite mode numbers n and -n. 
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Figure 1. The !l>-<I>-h vertex Figure 2. !l>{o)!I>(o) +!l>{n)qi(-n) 

scattering through h(n) exchange. 

Note that this is not possible for 

the dilaton ~ as it is purely zero 

mode. 

The amplitude for the interaction gives the promised contraction: 

T(o,o;n,-n){p,k; p' ,k') = rµv(p,p')~~~~a(q)rpa(k,k') 

Note that q = (p-p 1) = -(k-k 1), p2 = k2 = 0, p12 = k12 = Mn 2, 

giving 
(p+p 1).q = -(k+k 1).q = - Mn2 . 

These relations, together with the useful contractions of~" {q) µvp0 

with combinations of n, (p±p'), (k±k 1) given in Appendix C, allow 

the amplitude to be written as 

-8{q2-M 2)2/3M 2+2q2(q2-M 2)2/M 4-1Dq4(q2-M 2)/3M 4JK2/16 n n n n n n 
(2.3.13) 

The first term in this expression gives the potential for scattering 

when Fourier transformed to position space. The other tenns, a 

polynomial of degree 3 in q2, yield delta functions when Fourier 

transformed. 
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Proceeding to the centre of mass frame where the momenta 

take on the values 

p = (E, p) 
k = ( E, -p) 

p• = (E, p•) 

k I = ( E, -p') 

and the high energy limit E2 >> (p-p 1
)
2, where we can safely 

neglect the polynomial in q2, one finds 

The three dimensional, Fourier transform of this is: 

This is typical of, a Yukawa potential, but multiplied by an energy 

factor as is usual for a gravitational interaction. It may be 

converted into a static potential in d=5 by reinstating the 

y-dependence (before Fourier transforming, when the n -H--n symmetry 

is manifest); 

oo -M r oo f e n cos(Mny) = f (e-n(r+iy)/R + e-n(r-iy)/R) 

= er/R.cos(y/R) - 1 
e2r/R - 2er/Rcos(y/R)+l 

- f( f ' * ) 
Then we obtain the potential 

V ( ) = 32E
4 

K
2 

( r y ) 
E r ,y rrr f R ' R 

In the long range limit 
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showing that the potential due to the tower is suppressed relative 

to the gravitation potential from a massless spin-2, ~ 1;r, as 

suggested earlier. In the other extreme limit, r + 0, the tower 

and the pure gravity potentials are of similar magnitude and the 

delta-functions from the polynomial in q2 in (2.3.13) dominate the 

scattering. Again this accords perfectly with the earlier 

ea lcul at ion. 

This section indicates that in the short distance regime, 

when quantum effects must be considered, the spin-2 tower will 

dominate. Hence we shall turn to the quantisation of this theory 

in Chapter 3. 

2.4 DIRAC FERMIONS IN THE GEOMETRY 

As another example of the use of the connections in section 

2.1 and for later convenience, let us consider the five dimensional 

Dirac action and its reduction to four dimensions. 

To describe spinor matter in a curved space one must erect 

locally inertial coordinate frames at each space-time point. This 

is possible because of the principle of equivalence. The coordinate 

systems are called 11 vielbeins 11 (or tetrads) and obey 

nAB is the flat metric. (Weinberg [92] gives a good description of 

these.) Then the action for Dirac spinors ~ is, in d dimensions: 

. r d - c M i - AB 
s~ = l J d x E ~ y EC (aM - 4 WMAB a )~ . (2.4.1) 

Here E = detEMA = lg and ~B is the spin connection formed from 

EA and its inverse: M 

(2.4.2) 



rMNP is defined in terms of gMN and hence EMA just as in section 

2.1. The Dirac y-matrices, yA, obey the Clifford algebra 

{ A B} 2 AB 
Y ' Y = n 

34. 

They are defined with respect to the locally flat coordinate frames, 

their curved space form being yM = yAEAM' The oAB are defined by 

AB i [ A yBJ a =I y 

and } oAB generate a spin-~ representation of the Lorentz group, 

O(l,d-1). Finally ,we have the definition 

where ~+ is the Hermitian conjugate of ~· 
II 11 

The fonn of the funf-beins (funf since we are in a five 

dimensional space-time) referred to the horizontal lift basis 

(2.1.3) is 

( ·~ 0, ) 
0 <P~ 

(2.4.3) 

ea are the vierbeins of four dimensional spacetime, satisfying 
µ 

Note that in the current case A ranges over 0,1,2,3,5 and a ranges 

from 0 to 3. Using the connections (2.1.10) in the horizontal lift 

basis and equation (2.4.2), one immediately finds 

w = w + l r,;,-1(e ,;, e0 +e ,;, eP-n ,;, ) µaS µaS 4 ~ aµ~•a S µS~.p a as~.µ 

= - 1 ~ p w µa5 w 5 = 2 K</l e F µ a a µp 

wµ55 = (} r+ 1 ) cjJ - l <P ,µ 

w5aS = 1 p a - - K<fle F e 2 a pa S 
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(2.4.4) 

(These formulae assume y independence for the gravitational 

sector.) We can now substitute these connections into the Dirac 

action (2.4.1), provided the derivative 8M is replaced by the 

differential operator ZM' (2.1.5), relevant to the horizontal lift 

basis. This gives 

s~ = J d4x dye ~2 r+~ ~[i(yµ8µ-KyµAµa5 + ~-Y2y5 a5 ) 

( r+2) -1 µ 1 µ as 1 ~ 5 
+ ~ ~ y ~.µ + 4 y wµaS0 + 8 K~ F.ay Jw (2.4.5) 

This equation for the special case r=O was given by Xi[99J and 

related equations are known [10,18,19,lOOJ. The y5 that occurs in 

the Clifford algebra satisfies (y5)2 =-I, so we shall make the 

substitution iy5 for y5 in (2.4.5). Notice that the first part of 

(2.4.5), in curved brackets, comes from the five dimensional 

kinetic term iyM8M. The other three terms come from the 

connections. There will be no minimal coupling of the fermions to 

A if w has no y-dependence. Hence, as previously, we shall write µ 

a Fourier series expansion: 

00 

w(x,y) 1 
=-1 

L~ n=-oo 

For convenience a different normalization is used here. 

Substituting this into (2.4.5) one finds, after integrating over y: 

(2.4.6) 



Here we have used the compact 11 slash 11 notation, e.g. P.. = y 11A . 
µ 

Also, ~ = e11ya(a - 4i w .cr) is the spin connection for four 
a µ µ 

dimensional gravity and en = Kn/R = KMn is the charge of spinor 

mode n, related to the mass of mode n by the universal constant 
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1 

K = (16TIG) 72 • This relation between mass and charge, which we have 

seen before (2.3.11), is a feature of Kaluza-Klein theories and is 

a remnant of the five dimensional equivalence principle [19J. 

Note also that the spinors, the introduced scalars (2.3.11) and the 

massive gravitons (2.2.7) all have the same mass, M , characteristic 
n 

of the size of the fifth dimension. Equation (2.4.6) allows us to 

estimate this size for the first time.+ If, for example, the n=l 

mode had the charge of the proton then (in natural units) 

.k 
e = (4Tia) 2 

- 0.3 - K/R 

But K = (16TIG)~ _ 10-33cm and hence the radius, R, of the fifth 

dimension is of the order of a Planck radius. This would explain 

why it normally goes undetected, but it also gives extremely large 

values for the masses: M - 1/R, of the order of a Planck mass. 

The dilaton field~ multiplies each term in (2.4.6), 

although not necessarily by the same factor. Interestingly the 

derivative ~oupling ~-lyµ~,µ to the fermions is pure gauge: it 

can be eliminated by a gauge transfonnation of A • 
µ 

A 1 
( x) = A ( x) + ( r+2 ) a in~ 

µ µ 8en µ 

a special example of equation (2.1.13). 

For example 

Non-minimal coupling of the gauge field to spinors ~ccurs 

through F.cr = F e11evcras. It has the coupling constant K, µv a B 

+ We could, actually, have ventured a guess with the scalar (2.3.11) 



identical for all modes. As mentioned in Chapter 1 it has been 

named "Pauli coupling 11 after its discoverer [9J. 

Finally, following Thirring [lOJ, we note that a finite 

chiral rotation 

will diagonalize the unconventional mass term appearing in 

(2.4.6). The action is then 

37. 

(2.4.7) 

In this form, the Pauli coupling endows particles with the 

unusual gyromagnetic ratio of 1. Usually pure minimal coupling 

gives g=2, from squaring the Dirac equation. Here we obtain a 

contribution ~g = -1 from the Pauli coupling (compare (2.4.7) 

with equation (2-74) of Itzykson and Zuber [88J). 
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3. QUANTISATION AND SOME ONE LOOP EFFECTS 

Here the five dimensional theory is quantised and the 

attendant ghosts and their interactions are determined. This and 

the information on the massive spin-2 particles obtained in Chapter 

two is used to find quantum corrections associated with the scalar 

~- The parameter r introduced in section 2.1 will be taken equal 

to _l;3 throughout this chapter. 

3.1 QUANTISATION AND GHOSTS 

In Feynman 1 s path integral approach to quantum field 

theory (see e.g. [88,89J), one begins by writing down the generating 

functional of connected Green functions, W: 

eiW[JJ= f ~ [dg(x)J ei(S(g(x))+J.g) (3.1.1) 

This is an integral over all possible paths of the quantum field 

variable g +,or to use Feynman 1 s words, a 11 sum over histories". 

We have also included a source term J.g . As an example, for our 

metric field gMN the action S(gMN) was the Einstein-Hilbert one 

(2.1.1) and the source term, in d=5, would be 

- r 5 -= MN -
J . g = J d x ,/ g J gMN 

+We shall not discuss correct measures for the path integral, as 

our later use of dimensional regularization requires unity 

measure. Fujikawa [106] has discussed this and derived the 

gravitational measure for use with other regularization schemes. 
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The Einstein theory of gravity exhibits local gauge 

invariance associated with infinitesimal coordinate transformations 

[92]. Hence the process of quantisation is incomplete until a 

particular gauge is chosen; essentially to allow inversion of the 

propagator. The effects of this choice must then be considered in 

order to ensure the physically desirable properties of unitarity 

and renonnalizability will be maintained if at all possible. In 

particular, it is well known [88J that most gauge choices engender 

fictitious or 11 ghost 11 particles which obey a wrong spin and 

statistics relation. (Namely, integer spin ghosts are fermionic 

or anticommuting.) These ghosts counter the propagation of 

unphysical polarizations of the gauge boson (here the graviton) 

along internal lines of Feynman diagrams, ensuring unitarity. 

The 'correct procedure for including the ghosts is well established 

[101] and the following application to the five dimensional Einstein 

theory is one example of the general method. 

Appelquist and Chodos [63J have suggested adding the gauge 

fixing tenn 

M- 2 M µ 5 
(A gMN) /2a where A = (A ,sa ) (3.1.2) 

Taking the limit a+ 0 the constraint 

µ- 5- -
A gMN + sa g5N - 0 

is implied. Hence they-independent, or n=O, modes of the metric 

(see section 2.2) are subject to the condition 

or (3.1.3) 

provided that Aµ is not a differential operator. That is, if one 

is dealing with an axial gauge for the massless tensor and vector 
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fields. For the massive mode, n/0, they suggest taking S + 00 (as 

well as a+ 0) whereupon 

5-a g5N = 0 (3.1.4) 

Since the Kaluza-Klein metric (2.1.2) in a coordinate basis has 

g5v = -K~21 3Av' g55 = -~21 3 equation (3.1.4) constrains Aµ and ~to 

have no y-dependence. These fields then represent a massless 11 

11 photon 11 and scalar only. Furthermore, the only y-dependence 

resides in g , giving the tower of massive spin-2 particles and 
µv 

according precisely with Salam and Strathdee's [19J analysis of 

the linearised field equations. 

Unfortunately the above gauge fixing procedure is not so 

useful if Aµ acts like a derivative. Also, it involves two 

parameters wnich may be independently varied. Hence, we shall 

provide a method of imposing constraints (3.1.3 and 4) with a single 

parameter. 

Let us choose the gauge fixing term:+ 

with A MN(m,n) = 
L 

A MN(O ,n) = 
L 

l 
L,m,n 

( A MN ( m , n ) G ( n ) ) 2 I 2 a 
L MN 

(8LM85N + 8LN85M)8(n,m)a5/2, m,n t 0 

(8 MaN + 8 NaM)8(0,n)/2 
L L 

(3.1.5) 

(3.1.6) 

Then the Faddeev-Popov ghost factor [102] may be written as 

+ In order to obtain the required gauge fixing condition Lgf has 

already been expanded into a harmonic series and integrated 

over y. Hence the explicit appearance of mode numbers m,n,£. 
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· f d4x L 
~ = f Ow Ow e ghost (3.1.7) 

with the ghost Lagrangian 

L = \ -L(Jl) A MN(Jl,m} 0(m,n) P(n) 
ghost £,~,n w L MNP w 

(3.1.8) 

-Here DMNP comes from the change in gMN under a small space-time 

l . M M M trans at1on x + x - E : 

Also w, ware the anticommuting ghost fields. 

Substituting (3.1.6) into (3.1.8) yields 

Lghost = - aµ WL(O)(G + G a + G a )wN(O) Lµ,N µN L LN µ 

~ ~5 -L(Jl)(G G G ~ ) N(Jl) 
-

0 w L5,N + 5N,L + LN°5 w 
Jl 0 

(3.1.9) 

In this form for L h t (which required an integration by parts) g OS 

one may discern that w5 ( £) and wµ ( £) will mix for Jl t 0, but not 

for ~ = 0. This also occurs in the prescription of Appelquist and 

Chodos [63J. In fact, for the zero modes, their method and ours 

turn out to be identical, while minor differences arise for the 

higher modes. Despite the mixing one can easily invert the w 

bilinears in momentum space and obtain the propagators as follows. 

First we set gMN = nNM , a flat background, in (3.1.9). Then we 

deal with the zero and non-zero modes separately: 

~ = 0: The part of L h t quadratic in w, w, with source x, x 
g OS 

and in momentum space reads 

+ -(0)5k2 (0) + -(0)5 (O) -(0) (0)5 
w W5 w X5 + X5 w 
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Hence the propagators are 

> = 

> = (3.1.10) 

~ t 0: The quadratic part of L h t is now g OS 

- -(£)µM2 (£) - -(£)µ M k ,,,(£) 5 - -(£) 5 2M2,,,(£) 
w £ wµ w £ µUJ w £w5 

+ -(£)µ (£) + -(£)µ (£) + -(£)5 (£) + -(£)5 (£) 
w Xµ X w\J w X5 X w5 

This gives four propagators, ~~~) _ < w~i)(k) w~,q,)(-k) > 

~(£) - /M2 
µv - nµv £ 

~(£) = - k /2M2 = ~(£) 
µ5 µ £ 5µ 

~(£) = l/2M2 
55 9, 

(3.1.11) 

Clearly the Lagrangian (3.1.8) also incorporates 

interactions between the ghost fields and the metric fields gµv' 

A , ~- The quantum effects considered in this chapter deal only 
)J 

with external ~ 1 s. Hence it will be sufficient to extract the 

first order coupling to the fluctuation f, defined about the 

background value of ~: f = ~-1. To achieve this we substitute 

= 
(

rh-1/3 
.,, nµv 

0 

and ~-1/3 = 1 - j f + t f2 . . . , i n to ( 3 . 1. 8) . 

The resulting interaction Lagrangian is L 
wf w 
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+ l I [2 a5 w(.i) w(9.,) 
3 9-fO -5 v 

+ 4 a5 w~9.,) a5 w~9.,) 

This gives the Feynman rules for the massless and massive ghosts, 

see figures 3: 

9., = 0: r(o)(k k1
) = 1 (k 1 (k-k 1

) + k1 k + k'.kn ) 
µv ' 3 v µ µ v µv 

r~~)(k,k 1 ) = ~ k.k' (3.1.12a) 

t ± O: r(t)(k k1
) = 1 M 2n 

T µv ' "3" 9., µv 

r(£)(k k1
) = ~ M (k-k 1

) 
µ5 ' 3 9., µ 

r(t)(k k1
) = 4 M 2 

55 ' 3 9., (3 .1.12b) 

I 
lol ~ k - tc.J 

w --~--~--w s,,... :>,;; 

I 
{O.l ~ k.. - (l) 

W - - -)- - - - ~ - -W _ 

( ~) { ~) 

f f 

Figure 3a Figure 3b 

The w(O)_w(O)_f vertex The w(£)_w(£)_f vertex, £ t O 
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Again there is no mixing between w5 and wµ for zero mode number. 

Note that these vertex rules are to be multiplied by the propagators 

(3.1.10 and 11). This ensures that Green functions, evaluated at 

zero external momentum, will vanish (by the rules of dimensional 

regularization). For this reason, the rules for the wffw vertices 

may be disregarded. 

In the next sections we will use the propagators and 

vertices derived in this section. In particular, their simple 

momentum dependence will be important. 

3.2 CORRECTIONS TO <~> 

A background vacuum expectation value of 1 for ~was 

introduced in the last section. However this may be altered by 

quantum corrections to <f> = <~-1> through the tadpole graph in 

figure 4. 2 Such graphs have a dangerous 1/k pole in the f-line; 

indicated by the solid dot in the diagrams. This may be avoided 

only if we suppose that the self-energy effects produce a self-mass 

µ2 = -TI(k=O) for the scalar field. (This will be confi.rmed in the 

next section.) In that event <f> may be evaluated by summing over 

all the graviton excitations in the tensor loop (figure 4a) and 

summing over the ghost tower as well (figure 4b). 

The h-h-f interaction vertex arises from equation (2.2.7) 

with ~ = l+f substituted: 

( h(-n)µ h(n)v )(l-f+f2- ... ) 
µ v 

(3.2.1) 
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...... - ...... 

_f f 
I \ tn) 

----- I w 
\ I 
' ./ 

Figure 4a: Spin-2 contribution Figure 4b: Ghost contribution 

to <f> for a single mode, n. to <f> for a single mode, n. 

Then the amplitude due to figures 4a and b can be written in one 

expression as a vacuum to vacuum integral: 

(3.2.2) 

Several comments on this equation are in order. Firstly, the 

integral is 2£ dimensional, with the limit£+ 2 to be taken at the 

end of the calculation. This reflects the use of dimensional 

regularization, where the dimension of the integral is analytically 

extended from 4 to 2£, £ E l, in order deal with otherwise 

infinite integrals. The 2£-dimensional, massive, spin-2 propagator 

(see Appendix C) differs from the four dimensional one (2.2.11) by 

the replacement of 1/3 by 1/(2£-1). The ghost propagators are 

unchanged. Secondly, the final factor of K
2/µ 2 comes from the 

assumed mass for the scalar ~· 

Finally, the propagators and vertices are functions of q only. 

The ghost ones come from the previous section and actually do not 

contribute in the end, as integrals of the form f cf2q . qa (for 

any integer a) vanish in dimensional regularization (D.4). 

Now, substituting the vertices (3.1.12) and (3.2.1) into 

equation (3.2.2) gives 

+ 2 M qµ~(n) + 4 M 2 ~(n) + 1 M 2 6(n)µ J 
3"" n µ5 '! n 55 '! n µ (3.2.3) 



The massless modes (n=O) will not contribute, according to the 

usual rules for tadpole graphs in dimensional regularization. 
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For the massive modes (n~O) one can construct contractions of the 

propagators (see Appendix C) to find 

ll (n) µ v 
µ \) 

ll(n)µv = K2(2.Hl) 1--1_ - (51.-1) -1 
µv _ M 2 q2-M 2 _ 

n n 

One can also find (from 3.1.11) 

qµll = - q2/M 2 
µ5 n ' ll = 1/2M 2 

55 n 

With these substitutions the non-vanishing contribution to (3.2.3) 

is 

The integral can easily be evaluated, see (D.3), and will yield 

00 

<f> = K2(251.+l)(l-51.) r(l-51.) t Mn 251,/2µ2(4rr)51, 
n=-oo 

(3.2.4) 

Now, the sum over all non-zero, integer n can be doubled up and 

performed: 

00 00 

t (Mn) 251. = 2 L (n/R) 251. = 2r;:{-251,)/R251, 
n=-oo n=l 

Here one recalls that Mn = n/R (or 2rrn/L) and that the sum is 

merely Riemann's zeta function of complex argument, s(z). A good 

catalogue of the properties of s(z) can be found in [98J. 

Proceeding now to the limit 51. = 2, (3.2.4) gives 

2 
<f> = lim [s(-251.)/(2-i)J ~K4 2 51.+2 16rr R µ 

(3.2.5) 

This equation follows from the well known property of the r 

function; zr(z) = r(z+l), twice applied. It also requires the 
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observation that r(3-~), (2~+1) and (4n}~ are non-zero and finite 

as ~ + 2. Because sCz) has zeros for z = -n, n El, the pole 

(~-2)-l as 9- + 2 is softened. To descri'be this more precisely one 

writes a Taylor expansion for s(-29-) about i = 2 and uses 

sC-4) = o: 

s(-2i) = o + (-2~+4) s·(-4) + oci-2) 2 (3.2.6) 

This is substituted into (3.2.5) to give the result 

2 2 2 4 <f> = 5K s1 (-4)/8n µ R 

Finally s 1 (-4) can be evaluated by differentiating the zeta 

function relation [98J 

s(l-z) = 2(2n)-z r(z) cos(~z) s(z) (3.2.7) 

and setting z = 4. One finds that 

s 1 (-4) = 4~ s(5)/2(2n) 4 (3.2.8) 

( ) -5 -5 Note that s 5 = 1+2 +3 + ... ~ 1.05. 

Thus the one-loop correction to the expectation value of 

the scalar field is found to be 

{3.2.9) 

Interestingly the summation over the tower of massive spin-2 

particles gives a finite answer (the sum over the ghost tower giving 

zero in our version of gauge fixing and even in the version of 

[63J). The final answer depends on the induced mass,µ, the Planck 

length, K, and the radius of the internal space, R. It is 

dimensionless in our choice of natural units. Furthermore, 

dimensional arguments lead us to expect µ2 - K2/R4 and hence the 
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value in (3.2.9) is a small, pure number. One could expect a 

similar phenomenon in non-abelian Kaluza-Klein models with the 

result depending on the size scales which characterize the internal 

space. 

3.3 CORRECTIONS TO THE SCALAR MASS 

The classical equations in Chapter 2 imply that ~ is a 

massless field, corresponding to a scale invariance of the fifth 

dimension. However, quantum renormalizations are likely to break 

this invariance as it is not protected by, for example, gauge 

invariance. Thus one anticipates ~ acquiring a mass through its 

interactions with the other fields in the metric. So, let us 

consider the vacuum expectation value <~~> to determine the 

magnitude of the induced mass. The relevant four diagrams are 

shown in figure 5 and involve only massive intermediaries. This 

is because the contributions to <~~>, alternatively <ff>, shall 

be evaluated in the zero momentum limit where the massless modes 

give zero. Actually, all the ghost interactions may be neglected 

as they will give polynomials in the momenta which are multiplied 

by ghost propagators, also polynomials in the internal momentum 

q2, times poles at q2 = O. The resulting integrals vanish in 

dimensional regularization as they are of the form Jct~q (q2a). 

The three point graviton vertex, rhhf' has already been 

noted (3.2.1); the four point vertex similarly obtained is 

r (n)µvpcr ___ 1_ M 21 µp vcr+nµcr vp 
2 

µv pcr) 
hhff - 2 n \.n n · '' n - n n 

2K 
(3.3.1) 

Hence the self-energy amplitude, from the spin-2 tower only, reads 



Figures S: contributions to <ff> from 

~,~~) ~oln) 
Sa: two particle tower 

9. / ~ '\ ( 11.) 

~ 

'f-/l-n.) 

Sc: two particle ghost tower 

Sb: tadpole tower 
q_ / r-, (I'\.) 

( I 
' / 

5d: tadpole ghost tower 
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n(O) = -i ~ J i-9.q (ill(n) (q) ir(n)µvpcr i!l(-n) (-q) ·r(n)TcjlKA 
~ KAµv hhf pcrTcjl 1 hhf 
n 

+ ir(n)µvpcr i~(n) (q) ) 
hhff µvpcr (3.3.2) 

Again we show the i factors explicitly and employ dimensional 

regularization. For simplicity we shall take each term in 

(3.3.2) separately. The first, or two-graviton diagram (figure 

Sa) is essentially the contraction (with itself) of 

[!l(n) r~~iJKAP0 ; a quantity which is given explicitly in Appendix 

C (C.3). Substituting for the P in (C.3) one finds the µ\! 

contribution to Il(O): 

The integrals are easily done, see (D.3), and yield the same 

overall power of Mn 2 for each power of q2/Mn 2 . One obtains 

Ja)(O) = t (M )29, r(2-9,) F(9.}/(47T)9, (3.3.3) 
n n 



where the limit 1 + 2 is still to be taken. The function F(1) is 

a polynomial in 1: 

with the particular value F(2) = 2380/9. The sum over n can be 

performed just as in the previous section: 

~ (Mn) 21 = 2s(-21)/R21 
n 

Then, as 1 + 2, the zero of s(-21) cancels the pole in r(2-1) 

(again as in section 3.2) and we are left with a finite answer 

involving s 1 (-4): 
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(3.3.4) 

For diagram 5b one must know contractions of the spin-2 propagator: 

~ µv and ~ µ v. These are also given in Appendix C and result in µv µ v 

the contribution to TI{O) from the tadpole: 
2 

n(b) = i £ f rtg2 . Mn (2!+1) . [(t-2~2)+(2~-l)q21"12l 
n q -Mn .2(21-1) 

The integral and sum can be done just as for n(a) giving 

The limit 1 + 2 again yields a finite answer 

(3.3.5) 

The formula {3.2.8) for s•(-4) can now be used in both (3.3.4 and 

5) to give the self-energy 

TI(O) = n(a)(O) + n(b)(O) 

= 5~s(5) 961/(12n) 2(2nR) 4 (3.3.6) 

This final result means that the quantum correc~ions 

generate a non-zero mass,µ, for the scalar field f (or~) at the 

one-loop level. The magnitude is, from n(O) = -µ2/K2, 
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µ2 ~ - 0.055 K2/R4 which is tachyonic and large since R,K ~ (Planck 

mass}-1. The fact that it is tachyonic is not especially worrisome 

for we know that the higher order loops will alter the precise 

number obtained above. It is also this mass which should be used 

in equation (3.2.9) to estimate <f> at the same level of 

approximation. Note that it giv~s <f> ~ 2xl0-3 which is small 

compared <~> = 1. 

3.4 SCATTERING CORRECTIONS 

The final calculation for this chapter is to determine the 

effects of the massive spin-2 1 s on f-f scattering. Here the 

non-renormalizability is likely to strike most severely. This is 

because the scattering process is intrinsically divergent for even 

the massless mode, unlike the previous two sections where the 

massless mode did not contribute. The question then arises if the 

sum over modes will improve the situation? Unfortunately, as we 

will see, it seems not. 

There are four distinct contributions to f-f scattering, 

depicted in figure 6, to which one should add the eight crossed 

counterparts. Note that another possible diagram, figure 7, 

cannot involve the tower as two of the intermediaries are strictly 

zero-mode particles in our version of gauge fixing. Again the 

Feynman rules for hhf (3.2.1) and hhff (3.3.1) will be needed. 

One also notices that at zero external momentum the ghost loops 

lead to zero integrals and will not contribute. The complete 

scattering amplitude is a highly complicated affair. Rather than 

evaluate it in total, we shall concentrate on the dominant high 

energy contribution arising from the term 
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(3.4.1) 

in the tensor propagator. This wi11 pick out the most divergent 

I 
p ---I I 

I 

0 (rd {-n) {n.) I 
\ 

b.' I I 
- - -----

Figures 6: (a) Box graph with spin-2 tower, (b) Seagull with 

(c) Box graph with ghost tower, ( d) Seagull with 

All the contributions to ff-+ ff with massive intermediaries. 

Figure 7: 

f 1~) f '"' + (o.) 

Two graviton (or vector, A ) contribution to ff 
µ 

\ 

I (- n.) 

I 

tower, 

ghosts._ 

scattering. It cannot involve the exchange of massive 

modes. 

part of the scattering amplitude and hence, after integration, the 

terms with the highest energy dependence. Simple power counting 

shows that the amplitude from figure 6a has considerably worse 

high energy behaviour than that from figure 6b. This is because 

each propagator behaves as internal momentum squared (q2). 

Therefore, only the amplitude from figure 6a shall be calculated 

(together with the two crossed counterparts) and for further 

simp1icity the elastic, forward scattering 1imit will be chosen. 

Here p=p', k=k' and for the f particles on she11, p2=k2=o.+ 

+ For iimplicity we ignore the induced mass for ~ obtained in 

(3.3.6). 
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The dominant behaviour from figure 6a is then 

(3.4.2) 

Using only (3.4.1) for the propagators and (3.2.1) for the vertex 

one finds that 

c~(q)·VJ yo=~ (q) vµvyo 
aS aSµv hhf 

_ qaqS(q yqo-q2n yo) 

M 2{q2-M 2)(2~-l) 
n n 

Then the amplitude (3.4.2) may be expressed as 

(3.4.3) 

T(_a) _ -i t 1 J cf~q( F{_g ,k) F(q ,-p) )2 , 
n ( {2~-1)M/:)4 ( q2-Mn2) 2( q2+2k .q-Mn 2)( q2 -2p. q-Mn 2) 

(3.4.4) 

Here the conditions k2 = p2 = O have been used and F are momenta 

polynomials coming from the ~·V contractions defined by 

2 2 F(g,k) = (q.k) + (q.k)q 

The highest power of the energy squared (p.k), which is the only 

non-zero combination of external momenta, can be extracted by 

expanding each of the denominators in the manner 

( 2 2)-1 ( 2 2)-1 ~ ( -2k.q )i q +2k.q-M = q -M l 
i=O q2-M 2 

n 

(3.4.5) 

Clearly this will be (p.k) 6 corresponding to the least divergent 

part of (3.4.4) with (3.4.5) substituted. (Because each term in 

the series expansion behaves as (1/q)i and F(q,k) behaves as q3.) 

The expansion of denominators in this way is useful as it allows 

the remaining integrals to be easily performed without recourse to 
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rather messier techniques, such as Feynman parameters. It also 

allows the selection of equal powers of {p.q) and (k.q) without too 

much trouble. This is helpful because one knows that (p.k) is 

the only available final contraction of momenta after integration, 

nence uneven powers of (p.q) and (k.q) will not survive. 

Using the above information, the highest energy contribution 

to the amplitude is 

4 6 6 
T(a) ~ -i t [ 2 2 J f cfR-q {k.~) (~.~) [ 1 

n (2£-l)M (q -M ) n n 

·sg2 
2 M 2 q - n 

(3.4.6) 

One first uses an extension of (D.2), from Lorentz covariance, to 

rewrite 

6 6 61
• {q.k) (p.k) = __,,_ _______ _ 

26 £(£+1)(£+2)(£+3)(£+4)(£+5) 

Here 6! counts the number of ways of obtaining p.k terms from the 

general proliferation of n1 s. 

Integration of (3.4.6) with this simplification made is 

then easily performed and one finds each term adding to give 

(3.4.7) 

The limit £ + 2 has been taken inside the square bracket of this 

expression as it has no (£-2) dependence. Also, the summation in 

(3.4.7) can be done giving 2s(12-2£)R12-2
i which is finite and 

non-zero in the limit £ + 2. Hence there is no zero to cancel the 

pole in r(2-£) and we are left with an infinite contribution to 

T( a): 
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6 8 T(a) _ (p.k) R r,;(8) 
14(367T) 2 er ( 2- .Q.) J £,+2 (3.4.8) 

The only possibility of rendering it finite is to include 

the crossed counterparts. The first of these has the legs p and 

p 1 (in figure 6a) interchanged before the approximation p=p 1 is 

taken. Not surprisingly this process gives an identical result to 

(3.4.8) as it only amounts to changing p to -p in the preceding 

calculation. Hence we have 2T(a). 

The final crossing is k1 ~p· in figure 6a. It gives an 

amplitude similar to equation (3.4.2) but with the replacement: 

This adds considerable complexity to the ensuing calculation. 

The use of (3.4.3) gives the equivalent of (3.4.4) for this 

crossing: under the integral it has 

2 2 2 2 numerator= (q.k)(q.p)(q.k+q )(q.p-q )(q.k-p.k) (q.p+p.k) (3.4.9) 

and 

denominator= (q2-M 2)((q+k) 2-M 2)(q-p) 2-M 2)((q+k-p) 2-M 2) n n n n 

the overall factor being the same. The denominator has the expansion, 

akin to (3.4.5), 

j k 
2p.g ) (-2k.g22p.~+2p.k ) 
2 M 2 M q - n q - n 

(3.4.10) 

Again one has the requirement of equal powers of k.q and p.q for 

the integral to be non-zero. However, now there are also powers 

of p.k to contend with before integration. (It is this feature 

which makes for a more complex calculation.) Essentially, we have 

a sort of combinatoric problem and we wish to match up the highest, 



equal powers of x = k.q and y = p.q with z = p.k factors and 

retaining a divergence. In terms of x,y,z the numerator (3.4.9) 

is: (note x -q, y -q, z -qo) 

x2y2z4 + x2yz4q2 _ xy2z4q2 _ xyz4q4 

+ 2x3y2z3 - 2x2y3z3 + 2x3yz3q2 - 4x2y2z3q2 + 2xy3z3q2 

- 2x2yz3q4 + 2xy2z3q4 
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+ x4y2z2 _ 4x3y3z2 + x2y4z2 + x4yz2q2 _ 5x3y2z2q2 + 5x2y3z2q2 

_ xy4z2q2 _ x3yz2q4 + 4x2y2z2q4 _ xy3z2q4 

4 3 3 4 2x y z + 2x y z 

+ 2x3y2zq4 - 2x2y3zq4 

4 4 4 3 2 3 4 2 3 3 4 + x y + x y q - x y q - x y q 

2 2 4z 2 x y q 

One must then match up each of these terms with all the terms from 

the expanded denominator (3.4.10) which result in a logarithmically 

divergent integral. These are also all the terms which will give 

(p.k) 6 after simplification by Lorentz covariance. This is 

achieved by expansion of (3.4.10) up to i=j=k=3. The terms may 

then be matched and regrouped to give the sum and integral: 

of the factor 

x6y6(16x16x1395)/(q2-Mn 2)4 - x5y5z(16x4x2967)/(q 2-Mn2)3 

+ x4y4z2(16x319)/(q2-Mn 2)2 - x3
y 3z3(16x13)/(q2-Mn2) 

2 2 4 5 2 2 - x y z (47) - xyz (4)tq -Mn ) . (3.4.11) 

To obtain this form we have used the result for logarithmically 

divergent integrals in dimensional regularization: 
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It is effectively r(2-t)/(4rr).Q,(M2)2-t, independent of a as Ji, 

approaches 2. This allows one to simply add all terms multiplying 

(xy)a zb, for each a,b independently. Since each (xy)a zb is 

independently considered this may be done before simplification by 

Lorentz contraction and (3.4.11) obtained. 

Now, application of Lorentz covariance gives 

I a2Jl,q f(q2)[(q.k)(q.p)Ji (p.k)6-i 

= (p.k)6 . i! I cfJl,q f(q2)q2i 
21 Jl(t+l) ... (£+i-l) 

and clearly the terms in (3.4.11) are all of this form. Also, 

performing the resultant integrals one finds the amplitude from 

the crossed diagram to be · 

_ 16x4x2947 + 16x319 _ 16x13 _ ~ _ __!__ J 
25x6 24xs 23x4 22x3 2x2 

(3.4.12) 

Here we have taken t+2 where it is safe to do so and each term in 

(3.4.11) has a corresponding one in (3.4.12). Clearly the 

amplitude is divergent, as the sum over n will produce a finite, 

non-zero answer. (Just as occurred for T(a) (3.4.7) .) We can 

perform the summation as before and obtain the result 

6 8 T'(a) ~ (p.k) R i;:(8) 

7(36TI) 2 
5 

( _ 58579x2 ) [f( 2-Jl)J 
60 Ji,+2 (3.4.13) 

To this we add the amplitudes for the other two diagrams, that is 

2x(3.4.8) and obtain the overall behaviour for ff scattering through 

the box diagram (figure 6a) 



468617 
Ttotal - - 105 
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8 6 
(2TIR) (p2k) ( 2ln ) (3.4.14) 

(36TI) -i<.J Jl,+2 

Note that !B8 1 comes from an explicit expression for s(8). 

This final amplitude is divergent. It is disastrous from the 

point of view of renonnalization and perhaps should have been 

expected from the outset: summing over the massive modes does 

nothing to cure the incipient renormalization disease of all 

quantum gravities based on the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. Thus 

if quantised Kaluza-Klein models are to be accorded full physical 

respectability it will be necessary to ameliorate the high energy 

problems first. This could be done by including curvature-squared 

(or possibly higher order) terms in the action, or in some other 

way. 
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4. QUANTUM INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

A test particle moving in a closed path can experience a 

change in the phase of its wavefunction. This occurs if the path 

encloses a region of field which has non-trivial topology. For 

example, a solenoid generating an electromagnetic field can induce 

interference effects in a beam of electrons which is split into 

two, one travelling to the left of the solenoid and one to the 

right, which are then recombined. This is essentially the 

Aharanov-Bohm effect [84 J. A corresponding result for a massive 

particle in a gravitational field can also be obtained [103J, and 

the two may be unified in the five dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory 

[831~ Furthermore, as will be shown, the scalar particle in these 

unified theories also produces an interference effect [85J. 

If we begin with a particle with charge q and rest mass M0 

in the five dimensional geometry, the change in phase of its quantum 

mechanical wavefunction will be 

o\l> = f oPM dxM ( 4 .1) 

The integral is around a closed contour and depends on the length 

element dxM and the change in five momentum oPM . The latter can 

be written in terms of the Christoffel symbol by the concept of 

parallel transport [92J: 

O<I = f dxM(s) r (f P MN(s') Pp(s') ~~~ (s'))ds' {4.2) 

0 

Here the integral from 0 to s gives the change in five momentum 

over a small segment of the path. 

To evaluate this expression, we need the connections for 

the Kaluza-Klein theory (2.1.10) and some information about PM. 
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The latter can be obtained from the geodesic equation; written in 

tenns of the metric: 

d - dxN I agMN dxM dxN 
CIT (gPN CIT) = 2 al ciT dT (4.3) 

Assuming y lor x5) independence (as we shall in this chapter), the 

P=5 part of this equation provides a constraint: 

Here a is an arbitrary constant. The four-vector part of (4.3) 

yields the covariant Lorentz force equation provided [61J 

aK = q/M0 

Now the 5-momentum of the test particle, PM, is 

The five component of this equation gives 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

that is, a constant. This will be true in any basis, by virtue of 

the way it is derived. In particular let us now employ the 

horizontal lift basis (2.1.3), which will simplify the ensuing 

calculation. In this basis equation (4.4} reads 

= a 

as the metric is diagonal. Furthermore the 4-vector component of 

the 5-momentum (4.5) is just the usual 4-momentum(iff r=O)+: 

(4.6) 

+ For simplicity we shall take r=O to begin with. 



With respect to the horizontal lift basis, the change in the 

5-momentum, {4.1 & 2), reads 

Upon substituting in the connections (2.1.10) one finds that 

- Is 1 A de\! 1 Ap de5 
0P5= o(zi<<PF\)PAdS'+°Zg <P,pPACl'S' 

1 1 - dev + 7]'" ~- ~ P ) ds' 
'- 'f' 'f' '\) 5 ds I 

= 0. 
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( 4. 7) 

(The first tenn vanishes because of the antisymmetry of FAV and ~he 

next two cancel each other). 

It is the M = µ component of (4.7) which contains the 

interference effects: 

5 
+ ~ a M0 f 1 

cp , µ ~: • ) ds • 

Hence we can write the change in phase, (4.1), as a sum of three 

terms: 

They are the gravitational interference effect: 

,( JsrA o~G = j deµ(s) µv PA dev 
0 

(4.8a) 

the electromagnetic one: 

f J
sq o~E = deµ(s) F dev µv 
0 

( 4. 8b) 

= q f deµ Aµ 

and an effect due to the scalar field: 
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(4.Bc) 

To show that o~S is not identically zero around a closed path, let 

us choose the parametrization eµ(S) = bµS, motivated by 

(ds) 2 = g deµdev. Here bµ is an S independent unit-vector. Then µv 
one writes 

and substitutes into _(4.Bc) to find 

The lower limit gives zero when integrated around a closed contour 

because ~- 1 (0) is a constant. Hence, using deµ(s) = ~~µ ds and 

b bµ = 1, one is left with 
µ 

(4.9) 

which, in general, does not vanish. 

For non-zero r, several of the preceding equations are 

modified and we shall find that the interference phenomena depend 

on r. Firstly equation (4.6) acquires a ~r factor; P = ~r P , 
µ µ 

which carries into the equation for the change of the 5-momentum 

under parallel transport, (4.7). Then, substituting the connections 

with arbitrary r, (2.1.10), the equations for the change in phase, 

(4.8), are modified. In particular, what was the gravitational 

effect, (4.8a), becomes a mixed gravity-scalar term: 

(4.lOa) 
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The electromagnetic interference term, (4.8b), is unchanged. The 

effect due to the scalar field, (4.8c),acquires an r dependent 

factor: 

( 4. lOc) 

Hence, the gravity and scalar interference effects that one could 

observe (in principle), depend on the factor ~r multiplying the 

metric, but the electromagnetic Aharanov-Bohm Effect does not depend 

on r or ~ in any way. 

In summary, the Kaluza-Klein theory with the scalar 

particle included gives novel quantum interference effects. They 

would be measurable only if one had sources, producing gravitons 

and scalars separately, and analogous to a solenoid for electro-

magnetism; that is, sources requiring two coordinate patches. 

Unfortunately, at this 'stage it is not clear what these sources 

could be. 

Nonetheless, it is satisfying to see the gravitational and 

electromagnetic interference effects unified by the Kaluza-Klein 

geometry. A partial result for the extension to non-abelian gauge 

fields has also been mentioned [83J. 
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5. CH I RAL ANOMALIES 

The functional integral formulation of quantum field theory 

will be used to derive an expression for the chiral, or axial, 

anomaly in any (even) number of dimensions [107J. This will be 

applied to two and four dimensional models [81J motivated by the 

reduction of the Dirac Action carried out in section 2.4. 

Since chiral anomalies were first discovered in the 

calculation of triangle graphs [77J, we shall corroborate part of 

the main result diagrammatically in the final section. 

5.1 AN ALGORITHM FOR CHIRAL ANOMALIES 

An anomaly is said to occur when a classical equation for a 

current fails to hold due· to quantum effects. The classic example 

of this is the chiral anomaly, discovered by Adler, Bell and Jackiw 

in 1969 [77J for a non-abelian gauge theory interacting with fermions. 

Here, the classical conservation of an axial current, obtained after 

a chiral transformation, acquires a term, which is odd under a 

parity transformation, due to a fermion loop in the triangle graph 

shown in figure 8. 

An elegant method of deriving the magnitude of this anomaly 

is to begin with the path integral formulation of quantum field 

theory, as was first done by Fujikawa [108J. When combined with 

Figure 8. The triangle graph anomaly. 
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the heat kernel of Schwinger [109Jand De Witt [llOJ (which is an 

integral representation for the Green function), an algorithm for 

arbitrary., background operators interacting with fermion fields can 

be obtained. This has become a well established procedure [107J. 

The quantum theory is written as a functional integral 

over the fermion fields: 

(5.1.1) 

S is the classical action and can be written in terms of an operator 

,0 which contains a kinetic part and interaction terms (L): 

f 
d -s = d x 1jJ ii)ijJ YJ = '/J - iE (5.1.2) 

If a small, local, chiral transformation of the fermion fields is 

made (y is the d-dimensional analogue of y 5); 

cS1jJ = i AYlJJ cS~ = ~ iAy , (5.1.3) 

the variation in the action may be written as 

cSS = f ddx ~ {iYJ , iJ\y}ijJ 

- f ddx ~ i cSYJ 1jJ cS,0 = {YJ, iAy} (5.1.4) 

That is, one may alternatively consider the operator ,0 to have 

been changed by an amount cS,0. One obtains a classical identity 

from the variation in S by requiring 

oS 
oA = O (5.1.5) 

As an example, for massless Quantum Electrodynamics in four 

dimensions the equations (5.1.2, 4 and 5) read 



S = J d4x ~ i(~-ieA)~ 

oS = J d4
x ~ i(i~A)y5~ 

~~ = aµ(iPYµY5~) = 0 

The last of these equations is the classical identity; it says 

that the axial current is conserved. 
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Note that the gauge field is treated as a background field 

in this approach and is not quantised; hence, it is not integrated 

over in the expression for W. 

The functional integral in (5.1.1) can be performed by 

analogy with a Gaussian integral over anticommuting variables, 

yielding 

e iW = det(-.0) or i 2 W = - 2 tn de t ( .0 ) (5.1.6) 

By using the following relations, which includes a proper-time 

representation for the logarithm operation, 

J
oo dS -isA 

det A = exp Tr tnA , tnA = - 5 e · , 
0 

(5.1.7) 

one can express Was an integral over a parameters: 

i Joo ds -is.02 
W = 2 Tr s e 

0 

(5.1.8) 

(The variable s is none other than Schwinger's proper time [109J.) 

With this representation for W, the variation due to a 

chiral transformation, (5.1.4) is 

oW = i Tr J
00

ds o(~2 )e-is~2 
0 

Applying the chain rule to o(~2 ) and by virtue of the cyclic 

property of the trace operation, one finds 
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J
oo 

2 
. 2 

oW = 2i TrAy ds D e-is~ 
0 

(5.1.9) 

Because zero eigenvalues off) are potentially dangerous for 

convergence of this integral at the lower limit, s = 0 will be 

changed to s = E(> O} and the limit E + o+ taken later. With the 

observation that exp(-isD2) satisfies a heat equation: 

the variation of W becomes 
. ~2 

oW = lim 2 TrAy e-lEµ 
E~ 

(5.1.10) 

(5.1.11) 

There are several remarks we wish to make about equation (5.1.11). 

Firstly, it has been obtained using a conditionally convergent 

representation of the logarithm, (5.1.7), as it is this form that 

yields the heat kernel of Schwinger [109Jand De Witt [llOJ. 

Secondly, the method given is essentially a part~cular choice of 

regularization. This can be seen more clearly by finding oW 

directly from (5.1.6}, with the determinant replaced by a trace 

according to (5.1.7): 

i 2 oW = a(- "'2" Tr ~n f) ) 

i ( -1 -1 ) = - 2 Tr o~ . D + D .of) 

Using the expression for o~ (5.1.4) and the properties of the trace, 

this can be written as 

oW = 2 Tr A y . 

This, however, is only possible for non-zero eigenvalues of ~ 

and formally (at least) vanishes. It is this expression that must 

be regularized with some function f(D2/M2) having the properties 

that f(O) = 1 and f(z) and its derivatives approach zero 
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sufficiently rapidly as z + oo [108]. To obtain the correct result 

for the anomaly, especially when axial currents are included, it is 

imperative that the full D be used [119]. Only then is Bose 

symmetrization of the external legs assured and results from this 

method agree with diagrammatic calculations (for a comparison see 

Balachandran et al [107J). 

Returning to the heat kernel, exp(-is,02), we note that it 

is evaluated locally, that is, at a single space-time point. More 

generally one deals with 
• r/12 

<xsjy> = <xje-lSµ jy> 

which also satisfies the heat equation (5.1.10). It has the 

asymptotic expansion for small s 

The factor i(4nis)-d/2 is chosen to reproduce a Gaussian 

representation of a delta function as s + 0. That is, the solution 

of the heat equation must satisfy the boundary condition 

<x 0 I y> = cSd(x-y) . I (5.1.13) 

and hence a0(x,x) = I. 

If (5.1.12) is specialised to x = y and substituted into 

the variation of W, (5.1.11), one obtains 

• 00 

cSW = lim 2 Tr A y 1 d/2 l an(x,x)sn 
s+O (4nis) n=O 

Thus the only non zero contribution to cSW in the limit as s + O 

(using Tr y = 0) is from ad/2 : 

cSW = 2i Tr Ay (4ni)-d/2 ad12 (x,x) (5.1.14) 



Note that there is no chiral anomaly in odd dimensional spaces 

(essentially because there is no y). 
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Equation (5.1.14) is the chiral anomaly and has been found 

by other authors [107J. In particular, different regularization 

schemes give the same answer. To complete the algorithm for 

evaluating (5.1.14) one must determine explicitly the an(x,x) for 

particular n. This can be done by substituting the expansion {5.1.12) 

into the heat equation (5.1.10) and equating powers of s [llOJ. 

One finds the following recurrence relations: 

(x-y)µ Dµ{x) a0(x,y) = 0 (5.l.15a) 

i(n+l)an+l(x,y}+i(x-y)µDµ(x)an+l(x,y) = (v2+X}an(x,y) (5.1.15b) 

These are written in terms of D which is defined by 
µ 

~2 = DµDµ + X , (5.1.16) 

for X not being a differential operator. For the form of ~ used 

before, ~ = ~-iE, one finds 

i D = a - 7'j {y ,E} 
µ µ ~ µ 

The solution to (5.1.15a) is 

(5.1.17) 

(5.1.18) a0(x,y} = I exp(i fxdzµ{yµ,E}/2) 
y 

where +: represents the line integral along a straight path from 

y to x, and the boundary condition a0(x,x) = I from (5.1.13) is 

satisfied. 

a . n· 

Following Nielsen [lllJ we can use (5.1.18) to construct the 

First, act with Dµ upon a0(x,y) twice. In the coincidence limit, 

x = y, (denoted by square brackets) this gives 
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Two further differentiations give 

[a . µ vJ = _ .:!. y . µv + .!_ y yµv 
O' µ µ 2 µv' 2 µv 

Then, by (5.1.15b) with n = O one easily finds 

(5.1.19) 

and with n = 1, one obtains 

[a2] = - ~ x2 - 1 y yµV - .!. [Dµ [D XJJ 
c. rr µv 6 , µ' ( 5 .1. 20) 

This completes the algorithm for the chiral anomaly in two (d=2, a1) 

and four (d=4, a2) dimensions. In six dimensions one requires a3 

which has been given by Gilkey [112J. Other an are not fully 

known; however, a tractable method of obtaining them has recently 

been given [113J together with a4 for a non-abelian gauge theory. 

Matsuki and Hill [114J have found the relevant part of a4 for 

calculating the gravitational anomaly in eight dimensions. 

Furthermore, for the purposes of calculating chiral 

anomalies for minimally coupled gauge theories (vector coupling 

~) one may effectively use 

In this case 

[a J = ( -i X) n /n ! 
n 

1 X = - 2 F.a, hence from (5.1.14) 

cSW = 2i Tr Ay ( } F.a)d/2 / (41T)d/2 (~) ~ 

The trace over y-matrices can be done, leaving 



This result agrees with the topological methods, see for example 

[76J, and other methods [115]. 

Finally, let us note that a rigorous derivation of the 

anomaly by path integral methods requires a rotation from 
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Minkowski space to Euclidean space at some stage [108J. Essentially, 

this is because the path integral itself is not properly defined 

without recourse to Euclidean space where the integrand is bounded 

and the integral convergent. 

5.2 A TWO DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 

As a simple example let us apply the algorithm derived in 

the last section to a two dimensional model with non-minimal 

couplings. This latter feature is motivated by the appearance of 

Pauli couplings in the reduction of the Dirac action in section 2.4. 

Consider the operator 

i~ = i~ + ~ + Ay5 + G.a + i.F.cry5 (5.2.1) 

which acts on fermion fields ~' ~according to 

Here Vµ, Aµ, Gµv and Fµv are assumed to be independent fields and 

(for simplicity) to have abelian group structure. One might 

think of identifying Fµv and Gµv and the field strengths of Vµ 

and Aµ (respectively} at a later stage. 

Due to the two dimensional identity 

Y Y = -i s y + n µ v µv 5 µv ' 

the non-minimal tensor couplings in (5.2.1) can be rewritten to 

appear as pseudo-scalar and scalar couplings: 

(5.2.2) 
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The definitions µ\) - l-1\J G = E G F = E F apply. 
µ\J ' µ\J 

To use the algorithm for the chiral anomaly in two 

dimensions we must determine D and X from~' (5.2.2}, according to 
µ 

equations (5.1.16 and 17}: 

iD = ia + v - iE Av + iy F µ µ µ µv µ 

For X we must square ~ and D : 
µ 

~2 = a2 - v2 + A2 - G2 + F2 - i(~~) - 2iV.a - iy5 (~~) 
- 2 EµvA a - i(~G)y5 + (~F) + 2F~ + 2iEµvv A v µ µ v 

and 

- 2iF~ - 2iFAy5 - 2iFGy5 

D2 = a2 - v2 + A2 + 2F2 - i(a.v) - 2iV.a - E (a1-1Av) µv 

- 2 E Avaµ+ (~F} + 2F~ + 2iE v A µv µv µ v 

- 2iF~ - 2 E yl-IAVF . µv 

Thus one finds that X = ~2 - D2 is as follows: 

x = - Eµv(aµvv)y 5 - iy5(a.A) - i(~G)y5 - 2iF~y5 
- 2 E yµAvF + 2G2 + 2F2 + 4iG Fµvy5 µv µv (5.2.3) 

Note that it is formed out of the fields and their derivatives and 

is not a differential operator (as mentioned before). To obtain 

this form for X one uses the identity 

- 2 - 2 -- v µa to simplify the (F) , (G) , FG and E A E A terms. Furthermore, 
µ v a 

the definitions G2 = G Gµv and F2 similarly have been used. 
µ\J 

Hence, from equation (5.1.14) specialised to d = 2 

together with (5.1.19) for ca1J, that is, 

oW = - 2i Tr Ay5 X/47T ' 
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the chiral anomaly for a two dimensional theory of Dirac fermions 

interacting through ill, (5.2.1), is 

(5.2.4) 

The classical Ward identity in this case (from equation (5.1.5)) is 

(5.2.5) 

However, this can be written in a more useful form by noticing that 

they-matrix structures in (5.2.5) already appeared in ,ll. , Hence one 

can rewrite the terms in (5.2.5) in functional form: 

a~ 
µ oA 

l-l 
d 2F 2F

µv oS an y5 as -- . 
oGµv 

Combining the classical Ward identity and the chiral anomaly (5.2.4) 

then gives the quantum corrected equation 

[ 0 + 2Gµv _o_ - 2Fµv _o_ J s all OA oFl.lV oGµv l-l 

i µv a v - .!_ a.A + .! G Fµv (5.2.6) = - E: 
7T l-l v 7T 7T µv 

The last two terms on the right hand side can be compensated by a 

redefinition of the action S: 

with a,8 real numbers satisfying a+8 = 2. Then the chiral Ward 

identity (5.2.6) simplifies to 

[ a _cS_ + 2Gµv _o_ - 2Fµv _o_J seff = j_ E:µv a V . 
µ oA

11 
oFµv oGµv 7T µ v 

That is, by an appropriate redefinition of the action, the minimal 

anomaly is just the usual one in two dimensions due solely to the 

vector coupling. 



5.3 AN AXIAL-VECTOR EXAMPLE IN FOUR DIMENSIONS 

The algorithm in section 5.1 gives the four dimensional 

chiral anomaly as 
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_j_2 Tr A y5 ( i X2 + ~ Y Yµv + .!_ Cd1 [D XJJ) 
BTI ~ 1~ µV 6 ' µ' 

(5.3.1) 

Owing to the four dimensional y-matrix identity 

i KA 
Y cr - £ cr 5 JJV - l JJVKA 

(5.3.2) 

the two t:ypes of Pauli coupling, G crµv and F crµvy are related µv µv 5' 
in four dimensions: 

2G +-+ i F µv µv iG +T 2 F µv µv 

Hence, in four dimensions it will not matter which form we choose 

for the Pauli coupling, as far as chiral anomalies are concerned. 

Let us begin with an example considered by Clark and Love 

[87J using current algebra techniques. (In the next section we shall 

discuss the example from Kaluza-Klein theory (2.4.6) .) The action 

for this example, which contains an axial vector field A and a 
µ 

rank-2 antisymmetric tensor field G , is 
jl\) 

( 4 -
S = j d x ~(i~ + ~y5 + G.cr)~ (5.3.3) 

That is, the operator is i~ = i~ + ~y5 + G.cr. Note that both 

fields are assumed to be associated with abelian groups. 

After performing a chiral transformation on the fermion 

fields (5.1.3) one obtains the classical, chiral, U(l) Ward 

identity 

aJJ(ij,ryµy5 ~) + 2; ~ G.oy5 ~ = o 

The identity (5.3.2) makes it apparent that the y-matrix structure 

is identical to that of the action (5.3.3) with G replaced by G. 

Hence the classical, chiral, U(l) Ward identity can be rewritten 
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in functional form: 

(5.3.4) 

As mentioned previously the chiral anomaly is a quantum modification 

of this equation and we shall now construct it according to the 

algorithm in section 5.1. 

The two differential operators are 

i~ = i~ + ~y5 + G.a and 

v - v 
iD = ia - iy5A a + Y5G y µ µ µv µv 

From these we can construct the quantities X and Y µv 

x = ~-v2 = -iy5a.A - 2A2 
+ 2yvaµGµv + 2G2 - iy5G.G 

= -2y50 [ o ]AK - 2iA
2
o - 4iAKo [A ] K µ V µV K ].l V 

.- - KA . A -
- 21GµKGVA0 - 21y5y o[µGV]A 

. p - A K 
- 41y5Y £KAp[µGvJ A 

In these equations the following definitions apply 

A2 = A Aµ 
µ 

G2 = G Gµv 
µv 

Gµv = £µvpoG 
pcr 

(5.3.5) 

(5.3.6) 

Also, Y is written in a way which clearly shows the µ +-+ v µv 
asymmetry. 

One can now calculate each of the three terms in equation 

(5.3.1) individually: 
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(5.3.7) 

This follows immediately from try5 = 0, trace of an odd number of 

y-matrices = 0 and try5
2 = trI = 4. These identities assist in 

simplifying the calculation of r.ry5Y yµv/12, as they require tenns µv 
with an even number of y-matrices. Hence terms in Y with an even µv 
number of y-matrices only survive the trace if they are contracted 

against themselves (and similarly for odd tenns). Thus from the 

even parts of Y we find 

1 µV 1 ( K • 2 K 
I2"" Try5Yµvy = 1Z Try5 2y5aK[µavJA + 21A aµv + 4iA aK[µAvJ 

+ 2iG G aKA)(2y ap[µavJA + 2iA2crµv + 4iA ap[µAvJ 
µK VA 5 p p 

+ 2i Gµ G-1 apa) 
P a 

and from tne odd parts of Y we find zero as each tenn involves µv 
try5y y which vanishes. Then performing the trace, this becomes 

µ v 

1 Try y yµV = 1 [ 8iEµVKAa A d A - 96iA2a.A rr 5 µv rr v K µ A 

+ 32iaµ(A A2) + 32i G GK aµAv + 32iA2G G sµKvA 
µ µK v µK VA 

- 64i A AvspµKAG G - 16i G G Gµ Gv sKApaJ 
p µK VA µK VA p rr 

We can simplify this considerably by using the well known identity 

relating the product of two E tensors to products of four n's 

(given in Appendix A). In particular one has 

G GK = 2G2 - 4GK G µK v nµv µ KV 

sµVKA G "' - 4Gµv 
KA 

(5.3.8) 

and, by applying the first of these twice, 

s G KGµpG AGVa = 16G KGµpG AGVas . 
KAPO µ v µ v KApCT 



Hence, one arrives at the result (with A = a A -a A ) : 
]lV ]1 V \) ]1 

tz Try5YJ1Vyjl\) = i i Ajl\)Ajl\) - 8iA2a.A + ~ iaµ(AµA 2) 

+ 1
3
6 i G2(a.A) - 32 i GKVG µa A - 32 i GG A2 

3 K µ V 3 

+ 364 i G\)AG APA - 64 i E:KApOG Gµ G G\) 
p).. v 3 µK p VA a 
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(5.3.9) 

The final term in l5.3.l) requires us to know [D ,XJ which can be 
µ 

written as 

2 2 ~ K A 
- iy5aµa.A - 2aµA + 2aµG - iy5aµGG - 4iy5Gµ>-.a GK 

+ 2a aKG ,YA - 4A\)(aKG ,)e: Apy + 2G y\)a.A 
µ KA KA µv p µv 

+ 2G GGy\) 
µv 

upon application of the y-matrix identities 

Note that this expression for [D ,XJ contains at most one y-matrix. 
µ 

Hence, because the trace of an odd number of y-matrices vanishes, 

the required quantity 

6
1 Try5cvµ,[Dµ,XJ = .!_ Try5caJ1-y5aJ1PA -iy5y Gµp [D XJJ 

6 p p ' µ' 

simplifies into the sum of the squares of terms with an even 

number of y's and those with an odd number. Then performing the 

trace operation, the first of these gives 

(5.3.lOa) 

and the second yields 

(5.3.lOb) 

To obtain equations (5.3.10) we have used the identities (5.3.8) 

again. 



Now, substituting (5.3.7, 9 and ·10) into (5.3.1} we can 

present the chiral anomaly for this example as an anomalous Ward 

identity 
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1 5 
~ s = I L 5 - si j=l j 

(5.3.11) 

where the L. (j = 1. .. 5} are defined by 
J 

L = .!_ A ,ayv 
1 6 µv 

L = Q. aµ(A A2) - _g__ a2(a.A) - 8 GµAa aKG 
2 3 µ 3 1" µ KA 

+ ~ G2GG - 64 EKApOG Gµ G G\) 
3 3 µK p VA a 

L = 8G2a.A - 32 GP\)G µa A - 64 GpVA aµG 
4 3 p µ \) 3 \) pµ 

L5 = ~ A2GG 

There are several points worth noting: 

(1) The A2a.A tenn, which violates the current algebra consistency 
2 ,condition [87J, namely c~5 (x), ~5 (y) JA a.A t- 0, cancels between 

equations (5.3.7 and 9). 

(2) L1 is the usual result for an abelian axial vector coupling. 

(3) The functional fonn of equation (5.3.11) encourages one to 

seek redefinitions of the action S to absorb some (or possibly all) 

of the L .. In particular table 1 contains nine useful functional 
J 

relations for this purpose. With five of these, it is possible to 

compensate exactly for L2 by adding to S the following tenn 



TABLE 1 

List of functional variations of counterterms 

( ) a -µv o 
fl5 x = aµ OA (x) - G -oG--(x-) 

µ µv 

Counterterm 

(G2)2 

G GAVGK G µ 
Kµ \) A 

Gµ).d ()KG 
µ KA 

Gµ>.a aKG 
µ KA 

GGa.A 

-2a2( a. A) 

4aµ(A A2) 
µ 

-4G2GG 

-4G GA\JGK G µ 
Kµ \) A 

-2GµAa aKG 
µ KA 

8GµAa aKG 
µ KA 

-a2 GG + 8G2 
d • A 

d (GµAaKG ) + 2GKAAµa G 
µ KA µ KA 

-4G GµAaKA - 8GKAA a Gµ 
KA µ µ K A 

2aµ(A G2) - 2A2GG 
µ 
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The remaining three terms L3,4,5 are more difficult to compensate 

as they involve total derivatives and mixed A-G terms. Hence no 

simple counterterm gives any one of them exactly. However L4 and 

L5 may be absorbed into the action by adding 

This generates 

the first term of which cancels an identical term in L3. Now all 

that is left (in addition to L1) is 

1 a (GvµaKG - GµvaKG ) 
3TI2 µ VK KV ' 

which can be accounted for by the addition to S of 

Let us summarise these redefinitions. We modify the action S 

according to 

Then for this effective action the chiral, U(l), Ward identity is 

just the usual one for an axial vector coupling: 

(5.3.12) 

Alternatively one says that the minimal chiral anomaly is due 

solely to the axial vector, with no contribution from the 

antisymmetric tensor field. This ends our explicit demonstration 

of the result of Clark and Love [87] which they found by using 

current algebr,a relations combined wi'th a general analysis of all 

possible, independent contributions. 
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5.4 A KALUZA-KLEIN EXAMPLE IN FOUR DIMENSIONS 

As a second example in four dimensions consider the action 

S = J d4x ~(i~ + ~ + iF.ay5 - imy5 )~ . (5.4.1) 

This is just equation (2.4.6) with some simplifications. Firstly, 

because we wish to examine the effects of the Pauli coupling of the 

abelian gauge field we have neglected the gravitational coupling. 

Secondly, the scalar ~has been set to its background value of 1 

as it is a dilaton field and will not affect the chiral anomalies. 

Thirdly we have only kept one of the infinite number of fermion 

modes for the time being. The effect of all the modes and their 

relevant coupling constants in (5.4.1) will be treated subsequently. 

Finally, we have taken the fermion equation before diagonalising the 

mass matrix (see (2.4.7)). This will serve to demonstrate the point 

made in the previous section: that the two types of Pauli coupling 

are identical in four dimensions. Also, the algebra turns out to be 

slightly simpler as we shall not have to contend with products of 

e: tensors. 

If we initially consider F to be independent of V then 
µv v 

the classical Ward identity can be written in a functional form 

(similarly to the previous example): 

(5.4.2) 

Note, however, that the current, Jµ5 = ljryµy5w, cannot be written as 

a functional derivative of S because there is no axial vector; nor 

can -2m~~-

Let us now construct the anomalous variation of (5.4.2) as 

before: 



~ = ~ - i~ + F.ay5 - my5 

D = a - iV - 2iy5yvF µ µ µ . µv 

Hence the required geometric quantities are 

X = - i V crµv - (a Fµp)y - 2F2 + iy5FF - 2mF.cr + m2 
~ µv µ P 

y - -µv i v + 4ia[ F ]'YAY5 - 8iF F ,crKA 
µV µ V A µK VA 
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(5.4.3) 

(5.4.4) 

The field strength for V
11 

is defined to be V = a V -a V . Notice µv µ v v µ 

that there are no mixed V-F terms, in contrast to the axial-vector 

case. Indeed, the algebra is considerably simpler here and one finds 

1 x2 1 . µv 2 - µv 2 -
T r y 5 2" = 2" i V µv V - 8 i F FF - 4 i m V µv F + 4 i m FF 

Tr Y5 k yµvyµv = - ~4 i EK>..pcrFµKFVAFµPFvcr 
(5.4.5) 

T 1 [ µ [ XJ 2 . 2F-F 8 . F µ -Fpcr r y5 6 D , v
11

, = 3 i a + '! i µcra a P 

+ ~ i all(F a Fpcr) + 32 i F2FF 
3 µcr p 3 

Clearly, in addition to the usual minimal result (VV), there are terms 

due to the Pauli coupling. Those which involve only Fare identical 

to the pure G terms in equations (5.3.7, 9 and 10) confirming our 

earlier observation about the two types of Pauli coupling in four 

dimensions. 

Multiplying the equations (5.4.5) by i/Brr2 and summing them we 

obtain the chiral anomaly. However, as in the previous section we 

may employ the functional form of the Ward identity (5.4.2) ~o obtain 

the minimal form of the anomaly. Specifically, the redefinition of 

the action, S, to 



* produces the anomalous chiral Ward identity 

aµJ - 2m'Wi - Fµv oSeff 
µ5 oFµv 
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(5.4.6} 

The terms in (5.4.6} in square brackets have no counterterm and do 

not vanish identically. However, we may modify the axial current 

to absorb them: 

J' =J,15+-l.,.[F aFKA+2F aFK\)J 
µ5 ~ 6rr~ KA µ µv K 

Then, provided we supplement the effective action with the 

additional counterterm 

oS = - ~1~ CF a2Fµv + 2Fµva aKF J 
eff 6rr2 µv µ KV 

equation (5.4.6} will simplify to the conventional minimal anomaly 

due only to the vector coupling: 

We note that redefinitions of the action in this manner do not 

effect fermion expectation values, except by an overall factor. 

That is, if we write Seff = S + bS, where S is the classical action 

and bS the counterterm required to yield the minimal anomaly, then, 

up to exp(ibS) which is independent of the fermions, 

* When we write the quantum version of such an identity it is 

understood that expectation values of the fermion fields are 

required. For example by ij"JljJ we mean <~(x)~(x)>. 
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J 
e
iseff 

d~ dw f(~,w) = 

where f(~,w) is just some functional, for example iJryµy5w. 

At this point let us make contact with the reduced Dirac 

action in the Kaluza-Klein theory. If we identify Fµv with 

8
1 KV then, by virtue of the Bianchi identity for electromagnetism, µv 
a VKA = 0, one of the terms in equation (5.4.6) vanishes identically. 

K 

However, the aVaV term persists. This is in disagreement with the 

formal results of Duff and Toms [71J who claim that under a chiral 

transformation the anomalous variation is identical to the 

conventional vector theory. Rather, we have found many new terms 

associated with the Pauli couplings before the anomaly is reduced 

to its minimal form. 

Let us take into account all the fermion modes and sum over 

them [71J. This requires us to reinstate the mode dependence of 

the charge multiplying ~ in equation (2.4.6) and hence VV and mVF 

in (5.4.6). Thus we obtain various sums multiplying each terni in 

the chiral anomaly. They are all of the form I n2 , n or 1 
n=-oo 

which can fornially be done yielding 2s(-2), O and (2s(O)+l) 

respectively. However, two properties of the analytically 

continued zeta function are 

s(-2m) = 0 ; m = 1,2 •. 

s(O) = -1/2 . 

Thus the summation gives zero chiral anomaly overall, consistent 

with the knowledge that there are no chiral anomalies in an odd 

dimensional space and agreeing with the end result of Duff and 

Toms [71J. Essentially this is because one cannot define an 



axial current in any odd dimensional space. 

The important result from this chapter is our explicit 

demonstration that the abelian chiral anomaly is independent of 

antisymmetric tensor couplings to the fermions in two and four 

dimensions, provided appropriate redefinitions of the action and 

current are made. 

5.5 DIAGRAMMATIC APPROACH 

In the previous section the Pauli cou'pl ing was seen to 

require a redefinition of the axial current by an amount 
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£µvpcra).F a,F 16~2 . We shall now corroborate this by diagrammatic, µv I\ po' 
perturbative arguments similar to Adler 1 s original work [77J. The 

comparative ease of the heat kernel method will also become apparent. 

The most transparent and convenient approach is to extend 
I 

the classical equation of motion, namely 

(5.5.1) 

to include a Pauli-Villars regulator field~ with a large mass M 

and wrong spin-statistics. Then the regularized axial divergence 

equation becomes (see for example [90J) 

and in the limit of M +~we will recover a regulated version of 

(5.5.1). In keeping with Kaluza-Klein structure the regulator 

field will have a propagator 

(5.5.2) 

To merely corroborate the aF.aF term it will suffice to consider the 

matrix element 
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with the two photons, y(k) and y(k 1), taken on mass shell and Fµv in 

equation (5.5.1) identified as the field strength for V . 
µ 

There are two one-loop fermion diagrams, figures 9a and b, 

which can contribute to this process in the limit M ~ 00 , as well 

as their crossed counterparts (k,µ,v+-+ k1,µ 1,v1). After extracting 
I I VI I 

the external factor (kµEv-kvEµ)(k'µ e 1v -k' E1 µ )t from 
I I 

Fµv{k)Fµ v (k 1), we are left with the Feynman integrals 

a -I I I -µvµ v -iTr Jr ct4p S{p+k) 2cr S(p)cr •• y5 µv µ v 

= iTr f ct4p S(p)cr y5 S(p+k)2M S(p-k 1)cr •• y5 µv µ v 

Combining the denominators with Feynman parameters, (see (D.1)), 

that is 

and 2 2 2 2 2 2 ((p+k) - M )a+ ({p-k') - M )S + (p -M )(1-a-S) 

and using the mass shell condition for the photons (k2 = k12 = O) 

the two integrals become 

Figures 9: regulator contributions to the axial divergence from 

p 

lM 

9a. · 2.F·a 9b ·. 2.M 

I I 
,.... ) \I 
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with 

Nµvµ'v' = [(P
2

-M
2

)crµvcrµ'v'y 5+(-Ka+K'B)crµvy5(J{(l-a)+J{'B)crµ'v' 

+ a y5{J{(l-a)+j{-' B)(-~' (1-B)-~a) cr , , µv µ v 

+ (-Ka+Jl'B)cr (-Jl'(l-B)-Jla)cr, ,y5J • µv µ v 

Note that a change of variables has been performed in each integral, 

p + p+ak in a and p + p+ak-Bk' in b. 

The integrals are considerably simplified by noticing 

severa 1 points: 

(1) the four dimensional identity yAcrµvYA = O eliminates the 

~a ~ terms and hence the potential quartic divergence, µv 
(2) the trace of an odd number of y-matrices and the trace of a 

y5 with less than four y-matrices vanish, 

(3) only k.k' terms from tr~cr "Jl'o , , are non-vanishing as µv µ V 

k2 = k' 2 = 0, 

(4) only tenns even in P survive the integration over &4p. 

Thus the two integrals simplify to 

a 2 r J II- Tr(cr va , ,y5) 
Iµvµ'v' = 2M j da « p (~2-~2~2 

4M2 fdadB Ja4p p
2

-M
2
-k.k'(l-2a-2B+6aB} 

(p2+2k.k'as-M2)3 

x Tr(a a , ,y
5

) µv µ v 

These integrals are still logarithmically divergent, however, we 

anticipate a cancellation of this divergence when Ia and Ib are 

summed. To show that this is indeed the case we shall extend our 

momentum integrals to 2~ dimensions (rather than apply a momentum 
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cutoff) and take the limit~+ 2 at the end. Then, using the 

result ( D.3), 

a b ( ) . -i [ f 2M2r(2-~) I +I = Tr a va •v•Y5 11m ~ - da 2 2-~ µ µ ~+2 (4n) (M ) 

+ 2M2 jrdadS ( ~'r(2-~) - _ r(3-~)((k.k 1 )(-1+2a+2(3-6aB)-M2 )) J. 
(M2 -2k.k 1 as) 2-~ r(3)(M2 -2k.k 1 as) 3 -~ 

Expanding the denominators as follows: 

(M2 -2k.k 1 aB)~-2 = (M2 )~-2 (l+(t-2}~n(l -· 2 k·~·as) + 0(~-2·) 2 ) 
M 

(M2-2k.k 1 aB)-l = M-2(1 + 2 k·~·as + o( ~ )) 
M M 

one finds that the logarithmic divergence (- r(2-~}) exactly cancels 

between la and lb, as J da = 1 and f dad(3 = t . Al so, the M2 

terms cancel. Thus there is no difficulty in taking the limit 

M + oo for the regulator field to give the amplitude 

(la+Ib) I I = - ik.r Tr(cr a I 1Y5) Jdad(3(1-4a-4(3+12aB) 
µvµ v 8n µv µ v 

This required the expansion ~n(l+x) = l+x+O(x2) with 

x = - 2k.k 1 aB/M2, which becomes exact as M + oo (and the limit 

.Q, + 2). Now performing the integrals over a and f3 (giving}, ~ , 

1 1 ) "band 24 for 1, a, (3, aS respectively and the trace one obtains 

the 11 anomaly 11
: 

Here the factor of 2 is included to account for the crossed 

diagrams. 

This result accords perfectly with the tenn 



appearing in (5.4.6) provided we note the two factors of i from 

the derivatives and the two ways of fanning k.k' corresponding to 

the two photon permutations. 

89. 
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6. CONFORMAL ANOMALIES 

A general result for the confonnal, or scaling anomaly is 

obtained with the aid of the heat kernel. This is applied to a two 

and a four dimensional model [74J, both of which have non-minimal 

coupling of gauge fields to fermions. The latter model is 

obtainable from the reduced Dirac Lagrangian in the five dimensional 

Kaluza-Klein theory and clearly exhibits the effect of Pauli spin 

couplings on the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. 

6.1 AN ALGORITHM FOR CONFORMAL ANOMALIES 

For a given theory of matter fields one can construct an 

energy-momentum tensor, Tµv· Classically the trace of this tensor, 

Tµ , will assume a particular value, such as zero for a theory which 
µ 

is invariant under a scale, or, more generally, a conformal 

transformation. However, just as in the case of chiral Ward 

identities, quantum effects will alter this value. In particular 

if Tµ = 0, the quantum effects will destroy the scale or conformal 
µ 

invariance that the theory possessed classically. We shall refer 

to the quantum correction to Tµ as the confonnal anomaly. µ 

There are several ways of extracting this anomaly [116J. 

One method [117J relies on the discrepancy between the canonical 

(classical) scaling properties of the fields and their quantum 

continuation to non-integer dimensions. With appropriate 

regularization, this gives the quantum value of the trace of the 

energy-momentum tensor; that is, <Tµ > • A second method [73J, 
µ 

which we shall follow, employs the heat kernel expansion of the 

Dirac operator and the scaling properties of the gravitational 

field. The gravitational field may be viewed as fundamental, in 
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which case the gravitational confonnal anomaly will be obtained in 

addition to the contribution from the other fields, or as a useful 

device allowing the easy calculation of conformal anomalies for 

various interacting theories. We shall choose the latter inter

pretation and concern ourselves primarily with the contribution from 

Pauli couplings, as the results due to minimal gauge and gravitational 

coupling to fennions have been extensively studied (see C73J and 

the references therein). 

All the approaches will give the same final result for any 

given theory, provided the artefacts due to particular choices of 

renonnalization are recognised and dealt with. 

In the background curved space approach [73J one begins 

with the conformal transfonnation of the metric (we work in 

cl-dimensions and omit the bar on g for the time being) 

g (x) + n2(x) g (x) µv µv (6.1.1) 

The energy-momentum tensor can then be defined for any action, S, 

by 

T = __ 2 __ 

µv I ' -1 l d+ 1 g 

I 

Alternatively, in the vielbein fonnalism, 

T = eaµ 
µv e 

oS 

oe~ 

(6.1.2) 

Now, under a general transfonnation of the metric, gµv + g~v' one 

may write the change in the action, oS, with the aid of functional 

differentiation, as 
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For the conformal transformation, (6.1.1), the change in the metric 

is 

Hence, with the definition (6.1.2), one immediately obtains, 

This is easily rewritten to give an equation for the trace of the 

energy-momentum tensor 

rP = -1 [ os J 
P / (-l)d+l 

9 
on n=l 

(6.1.3) 

valid in our d-dimensional space-time. Notice that, in flat space, 

this expression can be written as rPP = -[oS/onJn=l ; the same as 

one would obtain from a scale transformation x +rue and the 

definition of the energy-momentum tensor in terms of the dilatation 

current D = xvT . The quantum version of (6.1.3) in flat space 
µ µv 

is 
<TP > = [ oW J 

P - on n=l 
(6.1.4) 

Here W is the generating functional for connected Feynman diagrams 

introduced earlier and we have merely observed that, to lowest 

order and up to a source dependent term (which need not concern us 

here) W is indistinguishable from S. 

Equation (6.1.4) is the starting point for the 

calculations of this chapter. Our next task is to use the path 

integral to obtain an expression for W. Let us begin with the 

integral representation, equation (5.1.8), 

. Joo d . ~2 W=z Tr -;!-e-lSµ 

0 
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Into this we shall substitute the 2£ dimensional asymptotic expansion 

for the heat kernel, namely, the x=y version of 

. YJ2 i exp [ 2 i(x-y) 2 ] 
00 

<xle-1s jy> = 1 im - µ s - l an(x,y)sn. 
µ-+{) (47TiS)£ 4s n=O 

2.Q;+d 

This differs from the expansion given earlier, (5.1.2), in that an 

infrared-regulating mass parameter, µ, has been included. It will 

shortly be used to pick out the contribution to W that has dimensions 

(length)-d. After an exchange of integration and summation the 

s-integral can be done yielding 

00 

W = lim l i (4Tii)-£ (µ2 )~-n r(n-~) Tr[anJ 
µ-+O n=O 

2£-+cl 

Because of the limit as µ + 0, the first (i -1) terms vanish and 

only the n = d/2 term is potentially ultraviolet divergent (the 

terms n > d/2 may be infrared divergent, but we shall not concern 

ourselves with this aspect). Using the expansion 

d for ~ ~ 2 , the remaining contribution to W is written as 

W = lim i (4Tii)-d/2 er(~-£) - £nµ2 + 0(£- ~)J Tr[ad/ 2J . 
µ-+0 

2.Q,+d 

This may now be used to calculate the quantity <TP >. After a 
p 

scale transformation on Tr[ad12 J, which we know to be a local 

scalar formed from the guage invariant quantities available, one 

functionally differentiates with respect to the parameter Q 

according to equation (6.1.4). This operation gives 

( ) 2~-d-k-1 . 2£-d-k Q times the relevant quantity in Tr ad12 , where k 

(an integer) depends on the particular term. For example the term 
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~ J d2tx;(-}2t+lg F2 n2t-4 + ( 2£-4) n2t-3 

and hence k = 4-d. Similarly, the integrand (F2)2 gives (2£-8)n2t-7 

and hence k = 8-d. Clearly, depending on the values of k and d there 

may be divergences from this procedure which would carry to the 

energy-momentum tensor. To avoid having an infinite contribution to 

<TP >we must define a regularized effective action [118]: 
p 

wreg = w + AW . 

In our case the counterterm, AW, is defined by 

d 2 d . d/2 
AW= k[r(2 -£) - tnµ + 0(£- 2)JTr ad/2 /2{4TI1) 

The trace of <T > defined in terms of the regularized .quantity, 
µv 

wreg' by 

then becomes (taking 2£+d) 

(6.1.5) 

Together with the general expressions for [a1J and ca2J given in 

equations (5.1.19 and 20) this final equation provides an algorithm 

for the conformal anomaly due to a general operator ~ interacting 

with fermionic matter in two and four dimensions. ca3JC112J could 

also be used, giving conformal anomalies in six dimensions. 
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6.2 A TWO DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 

To illustrate the machinery of the previous section let us 

consider the two dimensional example in section 5.2. In a curved 

space, with zweibeins, the action is (see equation (5.2.2)) 

(6.2.1) 

The classical trace of T is easily obtained by applying a conformal 
µv 

transformation on the metric, or equivalently the zweibein: 

(6.2.2) 

This is also accompanied by a transformation of the fermion fields, 

(6.2.3) 

required to ensure conformal invariance of the kinetic term in two 

dimensions. A by product of (6.2.3) is the conformal invariance of 

the minimal coupling in (6.2.1); only the non-minimal terms break 

the conformal symmetry. Indeed, differentiating with respect to n 

one finds 

Thus, according to equation (6.1.3), the classical trace of the 

energy-momentum tensor is 

(6.2.4) 

The extension to arbitrary dimensions only requires (6.2.2 and 3) 

to be modified to [73J 

The final equation, (6.2.4), is not altered (except, of course, 

that one cannot use two dimensional y-matrix identities in 

obtaining (6.2.1 ). 
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The quantum contribution to the trace, <TP >, is obtained 
p 

by substituting [a1J = -iX into the d=2 version of (6.1.5): 

1 = - 4TI" Tr X 

Into this we substitute X, as already given in (5.2.3), and perfonn 

the trace operation to find 

(6.2.5) 

One may ask if it is possible to provide a finite local countertenn 

for this anomalous contribution to the trace? The answer is not 

only yes, but that there are two possible methods. Firstly, one 

may employ the gravitational field and write 

(6.2.6) 

as an addition to the classical action. This is because the 
2 integrand behaves as n under a conformal transfonnation of the 

metric and hence contributes precisely the negative of (6.2.5) to 

the classical trace of T A second method is to rewrite the µv 
classical value for Tp (6.2.4) in functional fonn: 

p ' 

TP = Fµv ~ + Gµv ~ 
P oFµv oFµv 

Here we ignore the gravitational field. Redefining S, again by 

the amount in (6.2.6) (but with a factor of minus one), the 

conformal anomaly can be compensated in the classical action. 

Whether or not such redefinitions should be made depends 

upon one's point of view. Since the corrections are identical in 

form to the conventional Maxwell Lagrangian(s) one cannot hope to 

observe the conformal anomaly (6.2.5) on its own. Rather, it is 

mixed in with the full renormalization of the electromagnetic 
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Lagrangian ( s) . 

6.3 A KALUZA-KLEIN EXAMPLE IN FOUR DIMENSIONS 

Let us calculate the conformal anomaly for the model already 

considered in section 5.4. Again the scalar shall be excluded. 

The justification for this is that it has zero canonical dimension 

and hence will not be changed by a conformal transformation of the 

four-metric. 

The action in a curved background space is 

(6.3.1) 

The classical value for the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is 

obtained just as in the previous example, but with the four 

dimensional scaling properties: e + n4e, ~ + n- 31 2~. The Pauli 

coupling then scales as n-l {just as in the previous example) and 

the mass term as n. Taking the functional derivative with respect 

to n one then obtains oS/oQ which can be used to find 

TP = ~(iF.cry5 + imy5 )~ , 
p 

(an expression which happens to be valid in any dimension). 

The conformal anomaly is found by evaluating 

1 (1 2 1 µv 1 µ ) --2 Tr 2 X + f2 Y Y + 6 [D , [D ,XJJ , 
16n µv µ 

(6.3.2) 

(6.3.3) 

with the expressions for D , X and Y already given in equations µ µv 

(5.4.3 and 4). Let us consider each term in (6.3.3) separately. 

The first term is 



32~2 Tr X2 
= 32~2 Tr(l V.0V.0 + 2m V.0F.0 + 4F

4 
- 4m

2
F
2 

- (FF) 2 + (a Fµp)(a Fv0)y y + 4m2F.0F.0 + m4) 
ll v p 0 
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Some of the terms that obviously vanish because of identities such 

as trcrµv = O have been eliminated in obtaining this form. Now other 

trace identities may be applied, yielding 

1 (2V vllV + 16m v Fµv + 16m2F2 + 4(a FllP)(a Fv ) 
32rr2 , µv µv ll v P 

+ 16 F4 - 4(FF) 2 + 4m4) (6.3.4a) 

The second tenn from (6.3.3) simplifies to 

1 ( µv [µFvJ:\ K 

2 Tr - v v - 16a[ F J a y Y5Y1Y5 
192rr µv ll v K A 

- 64 F F Fll Fv 0K:\0pcr ) . 
llK VA p 0 

Standard trace identities enable this to be written as 

- 1- (- v V11V + 4(a F -a F )(allFVK_avFµK) 
48TI2 llV ll VK V llK 

- 64 F4 + 64 FllKFVAFµ:\FVK) (6.3.4b) 

Finally, the third term (in which we may dispense with V in D as 
ll ll 

it commutes with everything) is 

Usin_g the commutators of y-matrices with a-matrices found in 

Appendix A this reduces to a single term 

_ 1 02F2 
12i 

(6.3.4c) 

The other terms all vanish as they involve the trace of y5, or yll, 

or a , or an odd number of y-matrices. If we now sum equation µv 
(6.3.4), we obtain the total confonnal anomaly for the theory 
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given by the action (6.3.1}: 

(6.3.5) 

To obtain this form we have noted that 

allowing the cancellation of some of the terms of this form between 

(6.3.4a) and (6.3.4b). If an integration by parts is done on 

FKAa2FKA appearing in (6.3.5), it may be combined with aµFKAaµFKA 

into one term: 

This is a necessary step if one wishes to corroborate the result 

(6.3.5) diagrammatically [74J. 

Again the question arises: can the conformal anomaly be 

removed by the addition of appropriate local counterterms to the 

action? The answer is once again: yes, in two different ways. The 

process is almost identical to that of the previous section except 

that there are more terms to contend with. The difference is that 

the v2 term in (6.3.5) may not be compensated for with the 

gravitational field, as it is conformally invariant in four 

dimensions, or with a functional form of the classical trace of the 

energy-momentum tensor (6.3.2), as it is independent of F . 
µv 

Irrespective of this, the exercise of providing counterterms seems 

rather pointless as these additions to the energy-momentum tensor 

pale in significance relative to the renormalization counterterms 

which are infinite (see the discussion preceding equation (6.1.5) ). 

Indeed, the real problem is not to exorcise the conformal anomaly 

but to renormalize the theory, (6.3.1). The conclusion we may draw 
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from these computations is that the conformal anomaly in models 

with Pauli coupling to fermions warrants renormalizations of the 

usual Maxwell Lagrangian and of a new, F4, addition to it. 

To connect the result (6.3.5) to the five dimensional 

Kaluza-Klein theory we must compare the action at the start of this 

section (6.3.1) with the dimensionally reduced Dirac action (2.4.6). 

Clearly for the n1 th mode a factor of en = Kn/R must be appended 

to V and a factor of K/8 to F . The mass term remains as it is, 
µ µv 

but note that M = n/R. Also F is to be identified with V , the n µv µv 
field strength for the vector field. One then finds that the 

full trace of the energy-momentum tensor, classical plus quantum 

corrections, for each mode n, is 

It is possible to formally sum this expression over all integer 

values for n. Just as in the chiral anomaly case, this results in 

sums which vanish because of the properties of the analytically 

continued form of the Riemann zeta function. That is, 
co 
I n~, n2, 1 give 2~(-4), 2~(-2), 1+2~(0) respectively and each 

n=-co 

of these vanish identically. The final result from this method is 

thus 

It seems that treating the gauge fields as classical objects and 

including all the fermions formally negates certain quantum effects, 

in particular the chiral and conformal anomalies.' 
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7. REALISTIC KALUZA-KLEIN THEORIES 

The inclusion of non-abelian gauge fields by increasing the 

number of dimensions is reviewed in the first two sections. This 

is followed by a discussion of the difficulty of obtaining massless, 

chiral fennions and a six dimensional model which sunnounts the 

problems by introducing a fundamental gauge field. The six 

dimensional chiral anomaly is then calculated and reduced to four 

dimensions. This is compared with a calculation of the chiral 

anomaly for a non-minimally coupled, non-abelian gauge theory 

performed in four dimensions [82J. 

7.1 NON-ABELIAN KALUZA-KLEIN THEORY 

To obtain a realistic gauge group from 11 internal 11 dimensions, 

for example SU(3} x SU(2) x U(l), one must consider more than one 

compact dimension as this only gives a U(l) group. To incorporate 

an arbitrary group, G, one could simply assume that the compact space 

formed the group manifold for G [ll,12,13J. For example, the 

three-sphere is the group manifold for S0(3). A more economical 

approach [14J is to consider coset spaces G/H, where H is a sub

group (generally assumed proper) of G. As an example [28], the 

group manifold of SU(3} x SU(2} x U(l) is twelve dimensional (one 

for each generator), but by choosing a coset space with maximal 

subgroup, SU(2) x U(l) x U(l}, which is only seven dimensional 

(dim G - dim H), one can obtain the same gauge symmetries with 

five less dimensions. 

Essentially, we wish to generalise the discussion of 

section 2.1. In the horizontal lift basis [12J 



dyi + K si(y) Ar(x) dxµ 
r µ 

one begins with the diagonal metric in d-dimensions 

-g~.(y)) 
lJ 
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(7.1.1) 

(7 .1.2) 

The dependence on x-coordinates, belonging to the four space, and 

y-coordinates, belonging to the internal space, is explicitly shown. 

This is the simplest choice of x and y dependence and will be 

sufficient for our purposes. One must note, though, that this 

choice does not satisfy the d-dimensional Einstein equations 

[21, 120J. The s~(y) are Killing vectors and there are as many of 

these as there are generators of the algebra of G. That is, for 

each Tr satisfying 

(7 .1.3) 

there are Killing vectors sri and they satisfy Lie's equation 

(7 .1.4) 

which is the analogue of {7.1.3) if the generators iTr are 

represented by sria .. Additionally, the requirement of isometry 
1 

yields Killing's equation 

sri ;j + srj ; i = o (7.1.5) 

At least for homogeneous spaces (such as G/H), this allows us to 

solve for the metric gij(y) in terms of the Killing vectors (see 

for example [43J): 

(7 .1.6) 
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which is normalised to be oij at a particular point. Finally, the 

curvature tensor of the compact space is related to the operation 

of two covariant derivatives on the Killing vector: 

t;ri;j;k = _ srt R kji 
t 

The dual basis from (7.1.1) is ZM : 

1 (x,y) = a - Kt;i{y) Ar(x)a. 
µ µ r µ , 

Zi (.y) ::- ai 

Just as in the abelian case these vectors fail to commute: 

with the only non-vanishing C1 s being 

c i Ks~ Fr = -µv µv 

cjµ 
i c . i Kaj t; i Ar = - = -

lJJ r µ 

(7.1.7) 

(7.1.8) 

(7.1.9) 

The field strength in the first of these equations is defined by 

Thus, using equations (2.1.8) for the Riemannian connection in an 

arbitrary basis, one finds [43, 91J: 

-f_ = rA 
r µv µv 
-i i 
r jk = r jk 

-i 1 i r r = 7) Kl; F µv c. r µv 
-A -A 1 
r µi = r iµ = 2 Ksri 

fi. = K a.t;i Ar 
JV J r V 

-A 
r ij = o 

[i . = 0 • 
llJ 

( 7 .1.10) 
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These can be substituted into (2.1.9) to find the following, non-

vanishing components of the Riemann curvature tensor [43J: 

-A 
R pµv = 

-A R = pij 

-i i 
R jk~ = R jk~ (7.1.11) 

A i 
where R pµv and R jk~ are fanned from gµv and gij respectively, 

~ri;j is the covariant derivative of ~ri with respect to gij and 

From (7.1.11) one can construct the curvature scalar for the entire 

space, according to 

R = gPV RA + gµv Ri . _ gij RA,.,J. 
pAV µ1\1 A 

j~ i - g R .. n • 
Jh 

One finds the remarkable result 
- 2 . . 
R = R K g ~ 1 ~JFr Fsµv - R 

- 4 ij"'r"'s µv G/H ( 7 .1.12) 

namely, the full d-dimensional curvature scalar is the sum of the 

curvature scalars for the four dimensional space (R) and the 

compact space (RG/H) plus the Lagrangian for a non-abelian gauge 

theory in curved space. 



The reduction to four dimensions is completed by 

integrating over the compact space, G/H, as our choice for the 

action in d-dimensions is the Einstein-Hilbert one 

which factorizes into 
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1 r_41f -
167TG I 1-g d x v dVY R . (7.1.13) 

A4 G/H 

In this equation V is the (constant) volume of G/H and dV is the y 

invariant volume element on G/H. Substituting (7.1.12) into 

(7.1.13), the two curvature tenns are easily integrated with 

respect toy, the first because it depends only on x and the second 

because it is a constant. The other term, containing the Yang-

Mil ls Lagrangian, can be integrated by noting that J dV g .. ~i ~j 
y lJ r s 

is symmetric in r, s interchange and hence must be proportional to 

0rs : 

dV . . = C 
J 

i ~· 
y g,J ~r s 0rs ( 7 .1.14) 

Contracting this equation with ors and using the Killing metric, 

(7 .1.6), one finds that the constant of proportionality, C, is 

C = (dim G/H) V /(dim G) 

Thus, one obtains the result 

1 
f lf(-l) d+ 1 g- R ddx = Jr T-0 (-1- R - l Fr Frµv -A) d4 

g 16nG 4 µv x ' 16nGV 

( 7 .1.15) 

1: 1: 
where we have defined K = (16TIG) 2 (dim G/dim G/H) 2 and 

A = RG/H/167TG (one must be careful not to confuse the four 

dimensional Newton's constant, G, with the group, G, from the 
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compact space). For a small, compact space, RG/H is very large and 

hence A appears as a very large cosmological constant to four 

dimensional observers, a fact which provides a major obstacle for 

unified Kaluza-Klein theories. (We could have began with a 
-

cosmological constant, A, in d dimensions. However, if we then 

required zero total cosmological constant in four dimensions, a 

fine tuning problem arises, as it must exactly balance A.) 

Equation (7.1.15) and related results have been calculated by many 

authors [11,12,13,14,17,18,19,43,91,lOOJ. 

Interestingly, the size of the compact dimensions can be 

related to the gauge coupling constant in these theories, provided 

G does not contain a Ull) factor [121J. This was not possible in 

the five dimensional case. 

7.2 DIRAC SPINOR IN THE NON-ABELIAN THEORY 

The dimensional reduction of the d-dimensional Dirac action 

is an extension of the results of section 2.4. It has been 

discussed by a number of authors [17,18,19,lOOJ. 

One begins with the action 

f 
d - A M . d x det E(x,y) ~ y EA 1 VM ~ (7.2.1) 

where the covariant derivative VM involves the spin connection 
-
~BC:. 

The spin connections are simply related to the Christoffel 

symbols, (7.1.10), by equation (2.4.2). Using the form of the 

vielbeins 

M 
EA (x,y) = (e~0(x) o ) 

e~(y) 



in the horizontal lift basis C7.l.l), one finds the following 

components of the spin connection: 

wµaS = wµaS(x) 

_ 1 v r j 
w, 

1 
_..... - -2 K e s. F eb = 

t-'u.u a J r µv 

- - 1 K el-1 ~. Fr ev 
wiaS = 2 a s,r µv B 

j r v 
w1.a(3 = -K e a.t;. A e 13 a J irv 

w µba 
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w. b = w. b(y) 
ia ia 

(7.2.2) 

All other components, wµab' wiab' vanish. To evaluate (7.2.1) 

we substitute these connections and the dual basis ZM' defined in 

(7.1.8), to obtain 

AEM • . o11 • /1. r ~ i 1 µ Sy 
y A 1 VM = lf + lK~ srai - 4 y wµSycr 

3 r Sy i . 11 1 i b c 
+ 8 K F Sycr Yisr + lfG/H - 4 Y wibccr . (7 .2.3) 

In obtaining this fonn we have made use of the Clifford algebra 

which decomposes into two algebras 

emphasising that ya and ya anticommute. The minimal coupling tenn 

can be written as -KArTr, where the generators of the algebra for 
r i G, iT , are represented by sr ai; see (7 .1.3 and 4). This is just 

the usual fonn. The Pauli coupling,} of which arises from 
µ- BC 1 i- BC y wµBCcr and the other 8 from y wiBCcr , does not have a group 

generator contracted with it. Rather, there is some other matrix 

which involves the Dirac matrices on the compact space. Let us 

define it in the following way 
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(7.2.4) 

(The y5 in (7.2.4} is just the four dimensional chiral y-matrix). 

With this definition Sr and Ya commute, [Sr, yaJ = 0, and 

(7.2.5) 

The final two terms in (7.2.3) are a mass matrix for the spinor 

field. Thus, at this stage, we have 

with ~ the gravitational covariant derivative in four dimensions and 

M defined below, (7.2.9). 

Now, following Salam and Strathdee [19J let us write a 

typical term from the harmonic expansion of the fermion field with 

* helicity A on the coset space G/H , namely, 

as 
~(x,y) = D(L-1) ~(x) . y 

(7.2.7) 

Here the Ly are elements of the coset G/H (these will be given 

explicitly for the two sphere in the next section). The D1 s are 

unitary matrices of dimension di, that is, dimension depending on 

which representation of G they furnish. In particular, the 

Killing vectors sir generate the adjoint representation of G(t=l). 

One can use the orthogonality properties of the generalised 

* The expansion is restricted to terms for which IDn(hg) = ID(h)D~(g), 

g E G, h E H and ID(h) is some representation of H of dimension 
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spherical hannonics, D, to integrate the Dirac action (7.2.1) with 

(7.2.6) substituted into it, over the compact space and obtain a 

result of the form 

with the definitions 

(7.2.9) 

For some manifolds, such as SO(N+l)/SO(N), the w.b vanish and the 
l c 

i masses are detennined solely by the eigenvalues of y ai [19J. The 

example N = 2 will be considered shortly. 

This concludes our reduction of the Dirac action from d to 

four dimensions. The non-minimal Pauli coupling is an unavoidable 

consequence of the Kaluza-Klein procedure, it could only be avoided 

by considering more radical geometries [122J. Even then it is 

likely that quantum effects will reinstate the Pauli coupling. 

7.3 A SIX DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Despite the incorporation of non-abelian gauge fields, one 

does not yet have a realistic theory as the Dirac operator on the 

compact manifold is unlikely to have zero eigenvalues. Hence, 

there will be no massless fermions from the four-dimensional 

viewpoint. This is a consequence of the positive definite curvature 

of the manifolds usually considered, for example SN, and can be 

seen by squaring the minimal Dirac operator: 
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(i i D. )2 o. oi + i ij 
[Di' O.J y - - 2 (J , , 

J 

Di oi 1 ij (Jk.11.} 
RijkJl - - -rrfo, 

D. oi 1 (7.3.1) = - - 4 R , 
Due to our conventions this operator is positive definite, hence 

there are no zero eigenvalues on the compact space [15J. Furthermore, 

by a clever use of index theorems, Witten [16J has shown that the 

fennion spectrum lfrom the four dimensional perspective) is based on 

real doublets and hence, cannot model the asymmetry between left and 

right handed fermions observed in the electroweak interaction, which 

is based on the quarks and leptons having quantum numbers which form 

a complex representation of the gauge groups. Even if one begins 

with chiral fermions in an even dimensional space the four 

dimensional spectrum forms a real representation of the gauge groups~ 

Both of the above difficulties can be circumvented by 

introducing fundamental gauge fields provided we begin in an even 

dimensional space with chiral fermions and the gauge fields have a 

non-trivial topology on the internal space. The latter is crucial 

for asymmetry of the spectra. (It may be possible to use non

metric geometries to obtain realistic models [123J.) 

The simplest possibility is to begin with a six dimensional 

Einstein-Maxwell model, the abelian gauge field assuming a monopole 

configuration on the compact space [23,31,32]. Randjbar-Daemi, 

Salam and Strathdee [32J, whom we shall follow, have provided a 

comprehensive description of the bosonic sector of this model and 

the fermion spectra. They obtained a solution of the Einstein

Maxwell equations which is the product of a four dimensional 

constant curvature space-time with a two-sphere and is classically 
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stable. Hence the effective four dimensional theory based on this 

vacuum is invariant under local Poincare x SU(2) x U(l) trans

formations. The local SU(2) comes from x dependent rotations of 

the two sphere, which is the coset space SU(2)/U(l), with 

appropriate compensating U{l) transfonnations in the tangent space 

[19J. The local U(l) is derived from invariance under the gauge 

transformation 

(7.3.2) 

reduced to four dimensions. 

The rotationally invariant monopole configuration on the 

compact space is 

vi(y) dyi = ~e (cos e+1) dcj> (7 .3.3) 

where n is an integer and e is the U(l) coupling constant. It is 

also invariant with respect to the gauge transformation (7.3.2). 

The two signs, +, signify that the monopole is specified on two 

coordinate patches which overlap, for example, 0 ~ e ~ ~ , 

f ~ e 2- 1T whi eh has the boundary s1 at the equator as an over-

1 apping region. The two forms for v are related by a single

valued gauge transformation, eincl>, on this circle. 

The field strength obtained from (7.3.3) is 

G=dv=--n- ad8Aasin8dcj> 
2ea2 (7.3.4) 

Note that this configuration is easily integrated over the two 

sphere if we split the region of integration into two hemispheres 

and then apply Stokes' theorem: 

f G = (J + f )dv = fs (v+ - v_) 
s2 U+ U l 

= - 21Tn/e (7.3.5) 
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The expansion of fields over the two sphere, that is, the 

coset space SU(2)/U(l), is motivated by introducing the SU(2) boosts 

[19] i cp T 3 i eT 2 - i <PT 3 
Leep = e e e 

where the T. generate the algebra of SU(2): , 
[T., T.J =; E •• k T. 

, J lJ J 

For example, the Ti are one-half of the Pauli matrices. The one-
. -1 

form L dL then belongs to the SU(2) algebra and its components 
+ 

comprise a covariant basis, E-, on the two sphere, in addition to 

the connection one fonn, e3 , associated with the U(l): 

+ a +i <P (de + i sinedcp) E- = -e 
i/2 

3 e = - dcp(cose - 1) 

une can rearrange this to give 

i - -a 

with the definition 

L-1 -1 . 3 ( + - ) -1 v = dl - ie T3 = E v+ + E v_ L . 

Under the action of an SU(2) element g, 

the frames and connection transfonn as 

E±(y) + E±(y') = E±(y) e±is 

e3(y) + e3(y') = e3(y) - ds 

(7.3.6) 
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Hence, rotations of the 2-sphere are associated with tangent space 

rotations in the 5-6 plane in order to preserve the fonn of the 

background (7.3.3). Notice that this background is proportional to 

e3(y). Thus, fields which are to be harmonically expanded on the 

2-sphere must first be decomposed into irreducible representations 

of the 5-6 rotations, labelled by their 11 iso-helicity 11
, A.. The 

expansi'on for each A. is then a special case of (7 .2. 7): 

(7.3.7) 

where D~m is an element of the (2t+l) dimensional, unitary, 

irreducible representation of SU(2). The computation of covariant 

derivatives then becomes purely algebraic: 

Let us apply the foregoing to obtain the mass spectrum for chiral 

fermions introduced to the six dimensional geometry [32J. Dirac 

spinors in six dimensions have 23 = 8 components but we will employ 

4-spinors in order to obtain chiral multiplets after dimensional 

reduction. The Clifford algebra 

can be realised by the product of four and two dimensional 

y-matri ces: 

r = y X T 
Cl Cl 1 ' Cl= 0,1,2,3 

f 5 = iy5 X Tl Y5 = iYoY1Y2Y3 

r6 = -il X -r2 (7.3.9) 
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Thus, the seventh y-matrix, which commutes with all these is 

and our 4-spinors are assumed eigenvalues of this matrix: 

(7.3.10} 

Now, since the SO(l,5} algebra is generated by 

1 1 
- 2 rAB = - 4 [fA' rBJ 

the rotations in the 5-6 plane are generated by 

One can act this upon the left/right decomposition of ~ (from four 

dimensional perspective): 

and find their eigenvalues under 5-6 rotations: 

1 1 
- -Z f 55 ~L = Z i ~L 

1 1 . 
- -Z r 56 ~R = - -Z 1 ~R 

These can be used in the background covariant derivative to find the 

iso-helicties of ~L,R: 

v~ = d~ + B~ + iev~ 

The background values for the connections are 

1 3 B = - - r e 2 56 v = ~ e3 
2e 

allowing us to write the background covariant derivative 

l+y 
v~ = d~ + i ( ~ n-1 + l-ys n+l ) 3,,, 

2 2 · 2 e ~ · 

Thus the left/right handed components of ~. from the four 

dimensional point of view, have iso-helicities 



l+n 
A. = L - -2-

which depend on the monopole number n. 
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(7.3.11) 

Consider next the part of the Dirac operator which gives 

rise to the masses for the fermions in four dimensions: 

Using the algebra of the Pauli matrices and the restriction on the 

spinors (7.3.10) this is rewritten as 

with the v± defined by v± = ~ (v5+iv6), see also (7.3.6). The mass 

* term in the Lagrangian for the spinors is then 

Into this we substitute the hannonic expansions (7.3.7) for ~Land 

~R' with the relevant iso-helicities, (7.3.11), and find the summa-

tion over .Q, _::IA.LI' t 1 ~ jA.RI' m ~ ltl, m• ~ lt 1 I of 

In this we substitute the useful relation (7.3.8) to compute V± 

acting on the D1 s. Combined with an integration over the 2-sphere 

and the orthogonality properties of the D1 s this yields the mass 

* Tl disappears because of the definition of the Dirac conjugate: 
- + 0 + 0 
~ = w I' = ~ y T1 . Hence ~Tl is the usual four dimensional 

conjugate. 
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tenn 

i l /(R,+;;.21)2 - i n2' (~L l/!R - ~R iJ;L) (7.3.12) a n "t J\,,m 

as Randjbar-Daemi, Salam and Strathdee calculated [32J. This 

demonstrates that there is a single massless multiplet with 

R, = - ~ +} lnl provided n is non-vanishing. The multiplet is in 

iJ;R if n is a positive integer and in l/JL if n is negative. 

Having evaluated the mass integral for this model, let us 

also consider the Pauli coupling, which requires a different 

integral to be performed [82J. 

The Pauli term can be written as, see (7.2.8), 

~ Ke(x} e(e,~} ~(x,e,~} Fr.a ri D~r(L;1 ) iJ;(x,e,~) 
5 1 6 1 1 + 

If we rewrite r o5r + r o6r as r_D_r + r+D+r , with the 

definitions 

o1 = 1- ( o1 ± i o1 ) 
±r v2 Sr 6r 

then the Pauli term becomes 

We have used the 'y-matrices (7.3.9) and the relation for chiral 

spinors (7.3.10) to obtain this form. To harmonically expand the 

spinors on the two sphere we further modify the above form, 

writing it in terms of fields of definite iso-helicity: 

Substituting the expansions (7.3.7) and integrating over the 

2-sphere with the identities [124J 



one finds that the 

2 = ( 4na ) 
(

51, Cl .R,') (51, Cl i•\ 
m S A. 1 A. y m•} 

Pauli-coupling term reduces to 

Fr.cr (: _: :J (:l 1 .R,') 

r m' 

(

9,, 1 9,, ) (9,, 1 9,, ') 

m 1 \ AR r m' 

.R,' 
\jJA m' } 

L 

x /(2.R-+1)(2.R,'+l) 
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(7.3.13) 

with the summation being overt_:::. IALI' m ~ JiJ, t' > IARI' 

m' ~ It' J. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients provide selection rules; 

namely, (7.3.13) vanishes unless 

and 

m - 1 + A.R = 0 , AL + r + m' = 0 

m+l+\=O A + r + m' = 0 • r 

Using the iso-helicities (7.3.11), these equations imply the 

selection rule 
m' = m - r • (7.3.14) 

For particular values of the arguments the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients are easily expressed in terms of factorials [124J and, 

at least in principle, one can calculate any desired quantity with 

such formulae. 

Thus, drawing heavily on the article of Randjbar-Daemi, 

Salam and Strathdee [32J, we have presented explicit details for 

the reduction of the fermionic Lagrangian in a model which has 
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massless fennions fanning a chiral multiplet in four dimensions. 

7.4 DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF TOPOLOGICAL TERMS 

Topological invariants, such as the FF tenns found in four 

dimensional· calculations of anomalies, can be added to the 

fundamental action without affecting the (local) equations of 

motion. They can, however, have interesting physical consequences, 

such as the detennination of correct vacua [126J. Wu and Zee [43J 

have considered purely gravitational topological tenns which exist 

only in 4 mod 4 dimensions and their Kaluza-Klein reduction to four 

dimensions. Here we shall use their method to reduce the topologi

cal terms relevant to the Einstein-Maxwell model of the previous 

section [82J. The generalization to more complex models in other 

dimensions is straightforward but involved. 

To motivate the fonn of the invariants in six dimensions 

one can calculate the chiral anomaly for chiral fennions (in the 

fundamental 4-representation) interacting with a gravitational 

field and an abelian gauge field. From the general result (5.1.14) 

times a factor of 1;2 one finds 

(7.4.1) 

Gilkey [112] has given an explicit fonn for ca3J. It contains 46 

invariants fanned from DM' X, YMN (familiar from the previous two 

chapters) and the curvature of the space-time ~NPQ" In a space 

with a flat background, 31 of these vanish as they involve the 

Riemann curvature tensor explicitly. The remaining 15 are 
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- i ( 3 1 MN 1 MN 1 MN 
[a3J = b X + 5 X YMN y + 10 YMN X y + b X YMN y 

l M 1 M 1 M 1 M N 
+ 2 x;M x; + 2 x;M x + z x x;M +TO x;M N 

1 N PM 1 MN P 1 P MN 
- 5 YMN y P y + 10 YMN y ;P +TO YMN;P y 

1 N P 2 MN;P 1 N M 
+ 30 YMN; YMP; + T5 YMN;P y - 10 X YMN; 

1 M N 
+ TO y MN ; X ; ) • 

Here the semicolon denotes the action of the operator DM. For the 

Einstein-Maxwell case one has the spinor covariant derivative 

from which one can derive the following 

1 1 -
X = - 2 G.a + '4 R 

Substituting these into the general expression for ca3J, the trace 

with yin (7.4.1) results in only five terms surviving. 

Furthermore, three of these add (by properties of the trace) and it 

remains to evaluate 

1 - i 3 i MN i N PM 
- 3 Try (5 X + I2 X YMN Y - 30 YMN Y p Y ) (7.4.2) 

( 4rr) 

The result for six dimensional y-matrices 

T - KL MN PQ 8 KLMNPQ r y a a a = - £ , 

allows the simple evaluation of the chiral anomaly: 

i KLMNPQ ( 1 -Rs - ) 
3 £ GKL GMNGPQ - 8 R MN RRSPQ 

6 ( 4rr) 
(7.4.3) 
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(The final tenn in (7.4.2) does not contribute as it is impossible 

to construct a non-vanishing invariant from the six dimensional 

£-tensor and three Riemann tensors.) This method of evaluating the 

anomaly agrees with, for example, index theorem calculations [76J 

and explicitly gives the form of the topological invariants 

relevant to the present six dimensional model. Let us note in 

passing that there is another, purely gravitational, anomaly in 

2 mod 4 dimensions [75J which shall not be considered. 

It is instructive to dimensionally reduce this result 

(7.4.3} and observe the four dimensional topological invariants 

ar1s1ng after integration over the compact 2-sphere. To achieve 

this one notices that the alternating tensor EKLMNPQ factorizes 

into £KAµv£ij and that the volume element for the 2-sphere is 

e(y)d2y. The background solution in this six dimensional model 

is the monopole on the 2-sphere, equation (7.3.4), hence the 

11 off-diagonal 11 components of GMN vanish, G
11

i = O. Then, with the 

integral, (7.4.3) becomes -i/6(4n) 3 times 

- 1 G RRS .. RRSpJ • 4 µv 1J v 
(7.4.4) 

Into this equation one substitut~s the formulae (7.1.11} for 
-
RKLMN in tenns of RKAllV , Fpcr , ,etc. to obtain a large number of 

tenns. The splitting of x and y dependence in the ansatz for 

calculating the curvatures allows they-integral to be performed 

in each of these tenns using equation (7.3.5), JG= -2nn/e, and 

generalizations thereof. Examples are, the G3 term where the 

y-integration yields precisely '-2nn/e (due to the monopole) or, 

from the middle tenn in (7.4.4) 
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(7.4.5a) 

J d2y e(y) 
S2 

0 
ij km ~n ( 2~n )( rs ) (7 4 5b) 

e: Gij srk;~ssm;n g g = - e _
3
a2 · · 

and 

I d2y e(y) 

S2 

These equations are found in an analogous manner to (7.1.14). That 

is, by symmetry properties one knows what the result must be upto a 

constant and the constant is detennined by contracting with ors 

(and opq in (7.4.5c) ). This accounts for the factor of j in 

equation (7.4.5a}, the nonnalization in (7.4.5b), where -1/a2 is 

the curvature of the internal manifold and the factor c}> 2 
in 

(7.4.5c). Note that 3 =dim SU(2) and 2 = dim(SU(2)/U(l)) = 

dim SU(2) - dim U(l). 

The only other integral which is necessary is 

I 2 ( ) i j k ~ _ ( 27Tn ) 1 
sd ye y e: Gij Srk;~ SS St - - - -e- 3a e:rst. 

2 

(7.4.5d) 

Verification of this identity is not quite as simple because the 

antisymmetry in r++s and hence r-++t is not apparent. However, 

by using an explicit fonn for the Killing vectors on a two sphere 

(see, for example [91J) 

s~ = - sin et> set> = -1 cot e cos et> 

s~ = cos et> set> -2 - - cot e sin cp 

s6 = O 3 s! = 1 ' 

which are referred to ordinary polar coordinates with line 

element 



2 2 2 . 2 2 ds = a (de + sin e d<1> ) 

and connections 

e 1 ee 1 . 
r <P<I> = a g g<j><jl,8 = - a srn e cos e 

<P - 1 <l><I> 1 
re<1> - a g g<jJ<jl,8 =a cot e ' 

one can find the covariant derivatives of the Killing vectors. 

That is, using these formulae in 

~ i ;j = ~ i ,j + r i j sk 
r r k r 

one can find 

e;<1> _ 1 e <P 
sr - asine (a<Psr - sine cos e sr) 

s<jl;e = .!. (a s<I> + cote s<I>) r a e r r 

These can be substituted into 

allowing one to explicitly calculate 

' 4na 1123 = - 1213 = - 1321 = -~ . 

Hence, by the anti symmetry of sri ;j under i ++ j, one finds 

122. 

(7.4.6) 

Recalling the fonn for the monopole, (7.3.3), it is clear that one 

merely needs to divide equation (7.4.6) by (-n/2ea2) to obtain 

the required integral with G; thus the identity (7.4.5d) is 

verified. 
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Additionally, we note that the third (and final) tenn in 

(7.4.4) vanishes when integrated over the maximally symmetric 

2-sphere. The result of the reduction of the topological tenns is 

thus [82J 
2 

_ ( 21Tn) [ 3Gl1vG + _K_ FrµvFr _ .!_ Rµvpcr R 
e µv 12a2 µv 8 µvpcr 

_ K
2 

0-rFrµv 0 Fr _ K
3 FrµvFs Ft-r£rst 

N T µv 24a µ-r v 
4 4 + .K._ FrµvFrpcrFs Fs _ .K._ FrµvFrpcrFs Fs 

36 µp vcr 72 µv pcr 

2 -
_ _15__ Rµvpcr (Fr Fr _ Fr Fr ) J 

24 µv pcr µp vcr · (7.4.7) 

In addition to the standard topological invariants, the first three 

terms in (7.4.7), we have found other terms which are all suppressed 

by the powers of K multiplying them. The FF term is not suppressed 

as the radius of the 2-sphere, a, is of order K. 

Wu and Zee C43J considered maximally symmetric spaces 

such as s2 and found that the reduction always gave zero. The 

present example differs in this regard due to the monopole back

ground, characterised by n. 

Finally, let us note the appearance of DFDF and FF3 terms 

in this approach, as they will also arise in the next section when 

we consider Pauli couplings for non-abelian gauge theories. 

Indeed, from the way equation (7.4.7) arose (looking at the singlet 

chiral anomaly) we can guess that it may be related to the singlet 

chiral anomaly calculated in four dimensions. 
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7.5 NON-ABELIAN CHIRAL ANOMALIES WITH NON-MINIMAL COUPLINGS 

To complete our study of the effects of Pauli coupling that 

appear in the reduction of the Dirac Action, we shall extend the 

calculation of section 5.4 to encompass non-abelian gauge fields. 

That is, using the algorithm derived in section 5.1, the four 

dimensional chiral anomaly will be calculated for a model containing 
' 

the representative features of the coupling of gauge fields to 

fermions characteristic of Kaluza-Klein theories [82J. The results 

can be compared with the reduction carried out in the previous 

section. Note, in passing, that supersymmetric models may 

necessitate non-minimal couplings between spinors and tensor fields 

[21,57]. However, they occur before dimensional reduction and hence 

are different (at least in principle) to those occurring in 

Kaluza-Klein theories. Such possibilities will not be considered 

here. 

Consider the following action 

(7.5.1) 

where 1r and 1i are vector couplings for two different gauge 

groups G and g with generators Tr and ti respectively. The 

fermions, which are in fundamental representations of G and g, 

are non-minimally coupled to the gauge field V through its field 
µ 

strength F ; however we shall not make this identification until 
lJV 

the end. The group index of Fr is contracted with Sr, which for 
].lV 

the moment can remain arbitrary. Later we shall consider sr = Tr 

and Sr as in the Kaluza-Klein theory, (7.2.4). 

The general operator in (7.5.1) can be used in the 

algorithm for calculating chiral anomalies in four dimensions 
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obtained in section 5.1 and used in sections 5.3 and 4, namely 

i _ i (1 2 l µv 1 µ ) ( 2) :--2" TrAy5ca2J - -::-2 TrAy5 2" X +IT Y Y + "6 [D ,[D ,XJJ 7 .5. 
Brr Brr µv µ 

There is a trace over the group space to be done, in addition to the 

trace over y-matrices, with A= A.T for G, A= A.t for g or simply 

A for the singlet anomaly (if g is abelian or one of the groups has 

an abelian subgroup). This will not be done until later so that the 

first part of the calculation is generally applicable for any Lie 

groups G, g. 

Defining the operator in (7.5.1) as 

we can construct, according to (5.1.17), 

iD = ia +V +v +2y5yPF = ;o +2y5ypF µ µ µ µ µp µ µp 

These are used to obtain 

D2 = o2 - 2iy5yv{Oµ,F } - 4ypyoFµ F , 
µv p µcr 

and hence the quantities needed for the algorithm, 

y - -
µv iv - i V µv µv 2iy5yP[Dµ,F J + 2iy5yP[D ,F J 

Vp V µp 

A little y-matrix algebra has been used to rewrite two of the 

terms in X and the following definitions apply, 

v = a v - a v + cv,,,V,.J , µv µ v v µ ,... v 

v similarly. µv 
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Then each of the three tenns in (7.5.2) can be evaluated separately: 

1 2 _ i -µv . µv -K;\ ( ) Try5 ?) X - -4 {0 ,0 } + l{{F ,F }, {F ,,F }} 7.5.3a 
~ µv µv KA 

with the definition 0 = v + V , µv µv µv 

T 1 y yllV - - 16i K:\pa{F F } {Fµ Fv } (7 5 3b) 
ry5 12"" µv - 3 E µK' vcr p' ;\ ' · · 

and, finally, 

1 µ _ i µ { -K;\ 
Try5 6 [D ,[Dµ,XJJ - 3 [0 ,[0µ, FK;\'F }J] 

+ 4i [0µ {F [0 FvcrJ}J + 4i {F [0µ [0 FvcrJJ} 
3 ' µcr' v' r- µcr' ' v' 

(7.5.3c) 

By virtue of the Jacobi identity, which yields [Ov,FvcrJ = O for a 

Yang-Mills field, two of the tenns in this equation vanish when V µv 

is identified with F . µv 
The sum of the three equations gives the anomaly when 

substituted into (7.5.2). Note that this result simplifies to the 

expression for an abelian field non-minimally coupled, compare with 

(5.4.5). Since the result is valid for any G, g the chiral anomaly 

for either group is obtained as follows: 

for G, (7.5.4a) 

for g, (7.5.4b) 

A third possibility is the singlet anomaly, different from the 
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above two if and only if G and g are both non-abelian: 

(7.5.4c) 

The group space trace can then be carried out in each case for 

particular groups by using known identities for the generators of 

the algebra. For example if G = SU(n) one would use the multiplica

tion law 

(7.5.5) 

Additionally, one wishes write the Ward identity in each 

case as it may be needed to reduce the anomaly to minimal form. 

Classically, the variation in the action induced by a chiral trans

formation is (_see equation (5.1.4) ) 

Thus one can write the quantum corrected Ward identity as 

(7.5.6) 

in the case of the chiral anomaly for G and similarly for g and the 

singlet anomaly. 

As an example, let us consider G = SU(2). Furthermore, 

assume that the Pauli couplings have the group matrices for SU(2) 

contracted into them. That is, Sr= Tr. We emphasize that this is 

different to the Kaluza-Klein case. Also, we shall not concern our

selves with g and hence disregard 1.t, for this example. The SU(2) 

identities needed to completely evaluate equations (7.5.4) here 

follow from a special case of (7.5.5): 

T r Ts = } 0 rs + -} i c: rs t T t (7,5.7) 
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They are {Tr Ts} = 1 0rs 1 ' 2" 2x2 ' 

[Tr,TsJ = iErst Tt . 

Coupled with Tr Tr = 0 (valid for all non-abelian Lie groups) we 

can evaluate equations (7.5.4} for A= Ar Tr and just A yielding: 

Aq(SU(2)) = _i_ [ 16 Fr vsK>..Ftµ TrTq TrTsTt · 
8TI2 3 µK A 

_ 64i £KA.pa Frµ Fs Ftv Fu x 
3 K µ).. p va 

Tr TqTr [Tt,TuJTS J ' 

A(Singlet) = ; (i vr vrµv + i [0µ [0 Fr FrK)..JJ 
8i 4 µv 3" ' µ' KA. 

+ 4i [Oµ Fr [O FrvcrJJ + 4i Fr [Oµ [O FrvcrJJ 
3 ' µcr v' 3 µcr ' v ' 

+ 4i vrKA.FSµ Ft Erst + 7i Fr FrµvFs FSKA 
3 ).. µK 3 µv KA 

_ 56i EK)..pcr Fr Fr Fsµ Fsv ) . 
3 µK va p A. 

(7.5.8a) 

(7.5.8b) 

To obtain the first equation, (7.5.8a), we have simply discarded 

all the terms which obviously vanish in equation (7.5.4a) with 

(7.5.3) substituted, but kept the two terms which are more complex 

(both arise from (7.5.3c)). We can perform these remaining traces, 

with the aid of (7.5.7), as follows: 
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(Obtaining these equations also required the identity 

Upon substituting these trace identities into equation (7.5.8a) 

one finds 

{7.5.9) 

namely, the Pauli couplings do not contribute to the SU(2} chiral 

anomaly. The second equation (7.5.8b) is obtained with similar 

identities and clearly the Pauli coupling contributes. However, 

we have not yet exploited the freedom in the Ward identity (7.5.6). 

In the case of the singlet anomaly it may be written in functional 

fonn (after integration by parts) as 

aµ(\jJyµy5~) - iFrµv 0; = A (Singlet) 
oF µv 

the right hand side being given by (7.5.8b). One then defines a 

new current (Jµ5 = \jJyµy5~) 

J' = J + 1 (CD Fr FrKAJ + 4Fr [0 FrvcrJ) 
µ5 µ5 12TI2 µ' KA µcr v' 

and action 

seff = S - i I d4x (- 1 Fr [0µ [0 FrvcrJJ 
24i "Z µcr ' v' 

_ 2vrKAFSµ Ft Erst + 7 Fr FrµvFs FSKA 
A µK 4 µv KA 

- 7Fr Fr FSµAFSVK_ 7Fr FrK Fsµ Fs ) 
µK VA µK \) A AV , 

the latter with the aid of properties of the £-tensor (see Appendix 

A). Thus, the anomalous chiral Ward identity for the singlet 

anomaly is reduced to the minimal form: 

(7.5.10) 
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This example illustrates two important, related points. Firstly, 

that the determination of the minimal anomalies from the general 

result {equations (7.5.3)) is non-trivial even in the simple case 
I 

of SU{2). Secondly, that the result for SU{2) after appropriate 

redefinitions of the action and current is independent of the Pauli 

coupling. One expects that the anomaly would be independent of 

such couplings for all Lie groups, although the difficulties in 

obtaining counterterms increases considerably [82J. The reason 

for this expectation comes from the following intuitive argument. 

Assuming that the part of a general operator iA (with masses and all 

sorts of couplings) which has only odd numbers of y-matrices is i~ 

* and has eigenvalues labelled by a , 

one finds that, for non-zero a, the eigenvalues come in pairs, as 

i~ and y5 anticommute, 

Fujikawa [108] has shown that it is the zero eigenvalues, which 

do not come in pairs, that result in the anomaly. More precisely, 

he has established that the difference between the number of 

positive (n+) and negative (n_) chirality, zero eigenvalue 

solutions is equal to the chiral anomaly (essentially, he states 

* This means we assume countability of eigenvalues and hence, a 

discrete spectrum for i~, which is false unless we stereo

graphi cal ly project onto a 4-sphere. This only changes things 

by an overall factor, see [126]. 



this as being a local fonn of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem): 

n - n = - ___!_,,.. Tr FµvF 
+ - 32w~ µv 
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Alternatively, one can view this as a mapping problem (see Alvarez

Gaume and Witten [75J) between the (infinite dimensional) fermion 

subspaces of definite chirality as follows. The operator i~ maps 

positive chirality spinors into negative chirality spinors (and 

vice-versa}; for example, 

That is, there are two Hilbert spaces (one for each chirality) and 

two operators between them i~ t (l+y5) and i~ t (l-y5). The 

determinants of these operators can be defined, but only up to a 

relative phase factor which contains the anomaly. In this approach 

the anomaly is a topological obstruction to the mappings. 

Now the part of i~ which has even numbers of y-matrices, 

such as mass terms, scalar couplings and Pauli couplings, commutes 

with y5. Hence it maps fermions of definite chirality into 

themselves; it maps each Hilbert space into itself. Thus, the 

only part of iA which provides an obstruction to defining the 

detenninant of iA is expected to be the couplings in i~, for 

example, in four dimensions only vector, axial-vector and gravi-

tational couplings. 

This argument suggests that one knows the answer to expect 

in the calculations of this section and of sections 5.2, 3 and 4. 

It is the detennination of the counterterms that has been the 

crucial exercise in these discussions. A recent result corrobor-

ates this; Bardeen and Dea [127J calculate the consistent chiral 

anomaly for a model with non-abelian, tensor couplings together 
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with axial-vector and other couplings. They are then able to find 

counterterms for all but the usual, minimal anomaly. 

To complete this discussion, we shall consider another 

example, again with G = SU(2) but now with Sr (coupled to Fr.a) 

different from the group generator of SU(2) and obeying the identity 

(7.2.5), characteristic of Kaluza-Klein theories. Also, let 

g = U(l). This example is then just a dimensionally reduced form 

of the six-dimensional RSS model [32J considered in the previous 

two sections. Using the trace identities for Sr (characteristic of 

six dimensional y-matrices) 

and for the group matrices Tr the identities 

Tr TrTs = ~ ors 

Tr Tr{Ts,Tt} = 0 

and also, for this model, the mixed identity 

the SU(2) anomaly, see (7.5.4a), is [82] 

Ar(SU(2)) = - -1~ vµv vr 
32w2 µv 

(7.5.11) 

and the U(l) anomaly, identical to the singlet anomaly (7.5.4c), 

is 
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A(U(l)) = - - 1- (v vµv + l vr vrµv 
16rr2 µv "Z µv 

+ 4[0µ [0 Fr FrKAJJ + 224Fr FrµvFs FSKA 
' µ' KA µv KA 

(7.5.12) 

The SU(2) anomaly (7.5.11) is already minimal and contains no 

contribution from the Pauli coupling (which is just as well because 

the Ward identity (7.5.6) cannot be written in functional form for 

G * SU(2) and hence redefinitions of the action will not affect it). 

On the other hand the singlet anomaly (7.5.12) can be written in 

minimal form just as before, see equation (7.5.10). That is, with 

the definitions of a new current and action 

i J 5eff = s - -2 
Brr 

one finds the minimal result, similar to (7.5.10) [82], 

oS 
coµ J' J _ i Frµv eff = __ 1_ (v vµv + 1 vr vrµv) . 

' µ5 oFrµv 16rr2 µv "Z µv 

Note that the terms in equation (7.5.3c} with a factor [0 ,FvcrJ were 
v 

neglected in this example as they vanish for the Kaluza-Klein theory 

as mentioned earlier; however, they could easily be compensated, 

just as in equation (7.5.10). To achieve the minimal result it was 

necessary to fully exploit the freedom in redefinitions of both the 

action and the current as we have also seen in the abelian example 

in section 5.4. 

Finally, one may ask if it is possible to see the result 

(7.5.12), for the singlet anomaly, by the reduction of topological 
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terms from six dimensions? If one re-examines the result of the 

previous section, equation (7.4.7), then the answer appears to be 

no: while the result of dimensional reduction implicates the correct 

type of terms, it also yields an FFF term which does not appear in 

the singlet chiral anomaly. Also, verification of the relative 

coefficients is extremely difficult due to the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients multiplying the Pauli couplings, see equation (7.3.13). 

Furthermore, the overall factor of (-2Tin/e) indicates that the 

two expressions are unrelated, since, for n=O, the dimensionally 

reduced result vanishes, but there is still a chiral anomaly in 

four dimensions. 

Note that a sum over the fermion modes (similar to that 

performed for the abelian theory at the end of sections 5.4 and 6.3) 

is unlikely to remove the anomalous terms here because the 11 mode 

factor" multiplying the Pauli coupling is a Clebsch-Gordan coeffi

cient and sums of products of these will, in general, not vanish. 

For example, consider 

\' 
f. 

R,,R, I (i 
R, I ) 

r -t -r 
1 

which is one of the terms from equation (7.3.13) when the monopole 

number, n=O. For particular values of R, 1 one can find an explicit 

expression for the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi.cients, see [125J, such as 

1 

1 

3 [ ( R,+}) (,Q,4) 2 ] 1/2 
= (-l)H"2-

(2£+3)(2£+2)(2£+1) 

It is clear from this (and other such expressions) that one will 

always be dealing with the sum of one polynomial in i divided by 

another of at 1 east the same degree: 
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+ S ~m 
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with m > n. Using s-function arguments as in sections 5.4 and 6.3, 

it is apparent that this will give a finites non-zero result (unless 

some miracle occurs}. Perhaps this could still be related to the 

fact that the original six dimensional theory was anomalous. 

However, Jn this context it is worth mentioning that a particular 

six dimensional theory discussed in the literature [125] is not 

anomalous, while the eighteen dimensional quasi-Riemannian theory 

from which it originated is undisputably anomalous. 

To summarise, we have provided considerable explicit 

evidence that chiral anomalies are independent of tensor couplings. 

Also, we have cast doubts upon the relationship between particular 

topological terms and what, naively, would have been expected to be 

their descendants in four dimensions. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

A variety of quantum effects have been calculated for 

Kaluza-Klein models. The results will be summarized and an outlook 

for future, related work presented. 

8.1 SUMMARY 

In chapter two the full five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory 

was introduced and its reduction to four dimensions described, 

including a discussion of the dimensional reduction of the Dirac 

action which produced the non-minimal, or Pauli coupling of gauge 

fields to fermions. It was pointed out that the result is a one 

parameter class of scalar-tensor theories of gravity, coupled to 

electromagnetism. The classical argument for neglecting all the 

massive modes for macroscopic physics was supported by explicit 

calculation. However, it was found that the infinite tower of 

massive particles produces an effect of the same order of magnitude 

as the massless graviton in the small separation region. 

Thus~ in chapter three, the theory was quantised and the 

ghost spectrum and its interactions obtained. Calculations of the 

one-loop vacuum expectation value of the scalar field appearing in 

the Kaluza-Klein theory and the scalar self energy showed that, in 

the context of dimensional regularization, only the massive modes 

contributed and the magnitude of their contribution was finite. 

On the other hand, one loop scalar-scalar scattering, which is 

infinite even when the massive modes are disregarded, was shown 

to remain infinite when all the massive modes are included. This 

is indicative of the inherent non-renormalizability of Kaluza-Klein 

models based on the Einstein-Hilbert Action. 
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Chapter four discussed the Aharanov-Bohm type interference 

effects for a quantised test particle moving in the Kaluza-Klein 

background. The particles' wavefunction was shown to change by the 

sum of a mixed gravito-scalar contribution and an electromagnetic 

one, the latter being completely independent of the scalar field. 

With attention turned to the fermionic matter fields, the 

contribution of tensor couplings to the chiral anomaly was examined 

in chapter five. Using the heat kernel expansion for Green 

functions it was possible to obtain an algorithm for arbitrary 

operators in any, even dimension. This was applied to two and four 

dimensional examples which included vector, axial-vector and tensor 

couplings. It was found that, after appropriate redefinitions of 

the action and, where necessary, the current, the minimal anomaly 

was just the usual result without the tensor couplings. For the 

dimensionally reduced Dirac action, where the Pauli term is a 

particular example of a tensor coupling, it was possible to negate 

the chiral anomaly entirely by summing over all the fermion modes. 

The effects of tensor, and hence non-minimal, couplings on 

conformal anomalies was considered in chapter six. In two 

dimensions the results were seen to merely renormalize the usual 

Maxwell Lagrangian. However, in four dimensions, for the Kaluza

Klein theory, novel invariants, quartic in the tensor field 

appeared. They are a further sign of non-renormalizability. The 

addition of counter terms to negate or minimise the conformal 

anomaly was also discussed, but there seemed to be no compelling 

reason for such additions. 

In chapter seven some of the preceding considerations were 

generalised. Firstly the extension to more than one extra dimension 

was considered and the well known incorporation of non-abelian 
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gauge fields which accompanies this was reviewed, as was the 

reduction of the d dimensional Dirac action. This was followed by 

a review of a simple six dimensional model, which uses a fundamental 

U(l) gauge field to obtain chiral fermions in four dimensions, 

especially the fermion mass spectrum and the Pauli coupling to the 

SU(2) gauge fields. The topological terms for this model were then 

found, by calculating the six dimensional chiral anomaly and 

dimensionally reduced, by integrating over the compact two-sphere. 

The result was the usual topological invariants plus higher order 

terms which are suppressed by small numerical coefficients. Next, 

the chiral anomaly for a non-abelian, non-minimal coupling (together 

with minimal vector coupling) in four dimensions was calculated and 

it was shown for the case of SU(2) - and argued for the general 

case - that non-minimal or tensor couplings do not contribute. The 

singlet chiral anomaly for SU(2) couplings was also calculated and 

then compared with the dimensionally reduced topological tenns. 

The naive expectation that the two results may be related seems 

to be incorrect. 

To summarise, we have found some novel features in 

considering quantum effects for Kaluza-Klein theories. Not the 

least of these is the non-renormalizability indicated by 

scattering corrections and perhaps also the additions quartic in 

the gauge field strength required by the anomaly calculations for 

the dimensionally reduced fermionic actions. 

8.2 OUTLOOK 

The material in this thesis suggests several avenues for 

further research. It implores one to consider models whose ultra

violet divergences are better controlled than those originating 
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from the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian for gravity. An example of 

this is curvature-squared additions to the action. With these 

additions, the graviton propagator behaves, in momentum space, as 

l/q4, sufficient for renormalizability in four dimensions, but 

giving rise to an unresolved, tree-level unitarity problem [128J. 

It seems the current popularity of superstring theories has 

encouraged closer scrutiny of such actions in higher dimensional 

space-times [27J. 

Looking at the fermionic matter, which is a necessary 

inclusion in any model of the fundamental particles and inter

actions, one may wish to include twisted spinors, where the spinor 

field is antiperiodic in the fifth dimension. This has been con

sidered by Unwin [62J, who found that twisted fields are 

preferable for the classical stability of the vacuum, as the non

twisted configurations can have imaginary energy. The inclusion of 

twisted spinors has been shown [71J not to alter the formal 

summation over fermion modes done in sections 5.4 and 6.3, however 

it does affect the coupling to the gauge field and hence could be 

important for phenomenology. 

From a phenomenological point of view, the most interesting 

and detailed models have been discussed by Wetterich, who utilises 

fundamental gauge fields to obtain fermion mass predictions for 

standard generations [125J, as well as novel half-integer charged 

hadrons [51J. However, it would be preferable to incorporate such 

gauge fields into the geometry, perhaps by considering quasi

Riemannian ,geometries [29J, or superstring theories [36]. If 

this is not possible, it seems little will be achieved by extending 

the number of dimensions. 



One might also wish to consider even richer geometries, 

allowing the metric and connection to be a priori independent. 

Using an action principle to constrain these, the antisymmetric 

part of the connection is related to the spinor fields [129J. 
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This may be a more fundamental way to incorporate spinor matter and 

would lead to the consideration of quantum effects for another class 

of gravity theories, including those with torsion. 
-

It would be of interest to extend the material on confonnal 

anomalies to include non-abelian, non-minimal operators. The 

calculation of higher order effects is, however, the most 

interesting extension of the work on anomalies. In the conformal 

anomaly case, one expects renormalization of the coefficients found 

in chapter six and possibly new additions of sixth (and higher) 

order in the field strength. Even for the chiral anomaly it is 

possible that higher order corrections could contribute, as the 

Adler-Bardeen non-renonnalization theorem [79] has only been 

explicitly checked for the original triangle diagram in four 

dimensions. It appears that the extension to arbitrary dimension 

is being considered by Chowdhury and McKeon [130]. I hope to 

report on the validity of this theorem for tensor couplings in the 

future. 



APPENDIX A, NOTATION AND IDENTITIES 

In general we work in a d-dimensional space-time with 

signature+-- ... - for the metric. Upper case Latin indices 

M,N, .. refer to the full d dimensional space-time, while lower 
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case Greek µ,v, .. refer to four dimensional space-time and lower 

case Latin i,j .. to the (d-4) dimensional compact space. 

Barred quantities gMN' RMNPQ'"" refer to the d dimensional 

versions of the more familiar four dimensional quantities 9µv' 

Rµvpcr''" , with gij' Rijk~ reserved for the compact space. 

The set of d coordinates {xM} contains two subsets as 

follows 

and the Einstein summation convention is followed. Thus, repeated 

indices are summed over: 

M - M N 0 0 2 2 
XM x = gMN x x = x x - x - y_ 

where ~is a 3-vector and 'l. a (d-4)-vector. The metric tensor is 

used to raise and lower indices and its trace, gMM = d. 

In moving between coordinate and momentum spaces, the 

correspondence PM~ idM is followed with dM = a/axM. 

When vielbeins E~ are introduced to describe spinor matter, 

A,B, .. refers to the d-dimensional, a,S, .. to four dimensional 

and a,b, .. to (d-4) dimensional inertial frames. The vielbeins 

satisfy 

Dirac y matrices are defined with respect to the inertial 

frames and satisfy the Clifford algebra 
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This algebra is generated by the identity and d independent 

2d/2 x 2d/2 matrices YA· Note that Yo is hermitian Yo+= y0, the 

other y-matrices being anti-hermitian. When d is even it is 

possible to construct one more y-matrix, y, which anticommutes 

with all the other YA· This is constructed according to 

d 
.2 +l 

y = 1 YoY1 ... y d-1 

and hence is hermitian and satisfies (y) 2 = 1. 

A slash through a vector represents its inner product 

with Dirac matrices: 

The antisymmetric a-matrices, defined by 

AB i A B 
cr = z [y ' Y J ' 

generate a spin-~ representation of the algebra of the Lorentz 

group O(l ,d-1): 

21. ( AC BO AD BC cr n - a n 

+ BO AC BC AD) a n - cr n 

In the general case of d(even)-dimensions the only trace 

identity used is 

Here the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor in d(even)

dimensions is defined by 
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if A1 Ad is an even permutation of (0,1, .. ,d-l) 
Al .•. Ad 

e: = if A1 Ad is an odd permutation of (0,1, .. ,d-1) 

0 otherwise. 

In two dimensions we use the identities 

YµYv = -i e: Ys + n µv µv 

Here and in four dimensions the chiral y-matrix, y, is written as 

Useful identities in four dimensions are 

and for any vector AK 

The last identity allows one to derive 

for S,T antisymmetric tensors and SKv = e:KVJJAsµA' etc. Special 

cases of this are 

a2(GG) = 4a aK(G Gµv) 
}J KV 

vJJVF F K = vJJVF F K 
}JK V }JK V 
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where, in the first of these, GG = G EµvpcrG • µv pa 
Also needed is the product of two E-tensors: 

a.= µ,v,p,cr 

B = n,e,K,A. 

and contractions of this, for example, 

µvpcr KA - 2( PK at.. pt.. GK) E Eµv - - n n - n n . 

With these one can derive equations (5.3.8) in the text. Finally, 

sane useful trace identities in 4-dimensions: 

tr(odd number of y-matrices) = try5 = try5yµyv = trcrµv = 0 , 

tr µv KA _ 4( µK vA. µA. VK) a a - n n - n n , 

The Appendix in Itzykson and Zuber [88J contains several more 

useful formulae. 



APPENDIX B. FUNCTIONAL FORMULATION OF QUANTUM 

FIELD THEORY 
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Here we sketch the use of path-integral quantisation in 

obtaining the Feynman rules for use in perturbation theory. More 

comprehensive descriptions can be found in textbooks, for example, 

[88,89]. We follow the presentation in [131]. 

To begin with, let us collect all the attributes of a field, 

<I>., into a single label i (and even omit this occasionally). Our 
l 

starting point is the generating functional for a real, commuting 

(Bose) field interacting with an external current Ji 

r ei J(L+J.il>) 
Z[JJ = J [dil>J (B.1) 

L is the classical Lagrangian defining the particular model in d 

dimensions and J.il> = Ji(x)<Pi(x). The symbol 11 J[d<PJ 11 implies an 

integral over all possible field configurations. By analogy 

with a Gaussian integral for ordinary numbers, one can formally 

perform the integration 
1 -1 

J [d<PJe- Z <Pi ~ij ip. + J.ip. 
J l l 

1 
1 "2"J.~ .. J. 

= (det ~ .. )-'2 e 1 lJ J 
lJ 

Here ~ij represents the Green function of the classical theory. 
2 2 For example, for a massive scalar one has ~ij = oij/(p -m ). 

The time ordered Green functions are then obtained as 

functional derivatives of Z[JJ (appropriately nonnalised): 

r if (L+J.il>)/ 
<T(<P1<P2 ·· · <Pn)> = J [dil>H1il>2 ... <Pn e Z[JJ 

To obtain this form one uses 



cSJ. 
1 - cS 8J. - ij 
J 
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where oij is the product of Kronecker delta functions (discrete 

indices) and Dirac delta functions (continuous indices). To see 

the compact notation at work observe that 

= <I>. • 
J 

(B.2) 

In practice one only requires the physical Green functions in the 

absence of external sources 

G.,. ,· = (-i)n J:Jc; ... J:Jc; ZCJJ/zcJJI 
11 2 · · n u i 1 u in Y. J=O 

Perturbation expansions are obtained by writing a series expansion 

for the exponenti a.l of the non-quadratic interactions. As an 

example consider the <I>3 theory with Lagrangian in four dimensions 

1 -1 1 
L = - ~ <I>· !:::. .. <I> · + "IT Y .. k <I>,. <I> . <I>k . 

~ 1 lJ J ~! lJ J 

One can then write (B.1) as 

. ( 4 1 ·J 4 1 -1 r iJd x 3T Y;jk<I>i<I>j<I>k 1 d x(- 2 <I>!:::. <I>+J<I>) 
Z[JJ ~ J [d<I>Je · e 

Expanding the first exponential and rewriting the fields as 

functional derivatives, see (B.2), this becomes 
i 

f 
00 1 [ y .. k r 4 - Jn - Jl:::.J( )~ Z[JJ = [d<I>J l _ _ ~ J d x _o_ _cS_ _cS_ e2 det.b. 

n=O n ! 3 ! cSJi oJj cSJk 

Expanding the remaining exponential, perfonning the functional 

derivatives and setting J=O yields the Wick expansion for the 

generating functional in terms of the bare propagator, .b.ij' and 



the bare vertex y .. k. Diagrammatically 
lJ 
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where the factors of i and combinatoric weights have been neglected. 

The Z (and hence the G) contain disconnected diagrams in 

addition to the connected ones. The fonner are just products of 

the latter and hence a complete description is afforded by the 

connected diagrams alone. For example, the full one-point Green 

function 

Z[JJG
1
• = -i ~0~ Z[JJ 

oJi 

can be split into connected,~ 

=~ v 

, and disconnected, Q 
parts. If we define the fonner to be iW[JJ then, as a consequence 

of this decomposition, 

or 

0 -i - ZCJJ oJ. 
l 

Z[JJ = eiW[JJ . 

. Z[JJ 

That is, WCJJ is the generating functional for all connected 

Green functions. One can further manipulate these objects to 

obtain the functional f[ct>J which generates only those connected 

diagrams which are one-particle irreducible (those that can be 

made disconnected by cutting just one internal line). To do this 

one Legendre transforms W[JJ, just as in statistical mechanics, 

f [ct>J = W[JJ + Jct> 

where et> is defined to be the "classical field" according to 

oW[JJ 
et>= - &f 
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To lowest order in computing diagrams 

r[cj>J = f L 

Hence r is called the effective action. It differs from W ·only 

by a source dependent term. 

Consider next the inclusion of fennions, which are anti-

commuting fields, interacting with an electromagnetic potential 

~ . Then (B.l) must be extended to 
µ 

r ;f(L+J ~µ+nl/J+iPTJ) 
Z[n,J ,nJ = J [d~d~d~ J e µ µ µ 

For quantum electrodynamics the Lagrangian is 

One must exercise great care with the order of ~, ~, ~n , ~n as 

these quantities anticommute and are responsible for a factor of 

-1 with each closed fennion loop in a Feynman diagram. 

The integration over the tenns quadratic in fennion 

fields proceeds by analogy with a Gaussian integral for Grassmann 

variables and gives for an operator A, 

( -
J ~~ dl/j.J e ~A~ = det A . 

This follows by expanding the exponential, noting that Grassmann 

variables obey ~2 = 0 and that integration is the same as 

differentiation for these fields. 

The invariance of the QED Lagrangian and measure under the 

combined transformation 

~-+ (l+iA)~ , 

entails gauge fixing (and, in more complex theories, fictitious, 
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or ghost fields), before the propagators and vertices for gauge 

bosons, such as the photon, can be obtained. The procedure has 

been illustrated for the case of gravity in section 3.1. More 

general treatments can be found in standard texts [88,89]. 

Let us complete this appendix by noting the Feynman rules 

that follow from the fennionic sector of the QED Lagrangian (B.3}: 

(1) Functionally differentiating with respect to ~and~ one can 

find the free fennion propagator in momentum space 

1 
p-m 

(2) A further functional differentiation with respect to the 

gauge field ~ yields the fermion-photon-fennion vertex rule 
µ 

(3) For each loop one must integrate over the internal momentum, 

e.g. in 4-dimensions 
( ::i-4 
J u q 

(4) An i factor is assigned to each propagator and vertex and an 

overal 1 factor of -i for each amplitude. This 1 atter factor 

is due to our definition Z =exp iW, consistent with the 

definition of the scattering amplitude as S = l+iT. 

(_5) A factor -1 for each fennion 1 oop. 

This establishes our conventions for perturbation theory. 
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APPENDIX C, CONTRACTIONS OF THE MASSIVE PROPAGATOR 

In 2i dimensions the massive spin-2 propagator is 

A ( n) ( ) _ 2 [ 1 (P P +P P ) 2 p p J / ( 2 M2) ( c 1) uµvpcr q - K '2" µp va µa vp - 2R.-1 µv pcr q - n · 

q q 
with the (on-shell) projection operators P = n - ~. 

µv µv M 
n 

The following contractions of the projection operators may be 

formed: 

nµvp = 22 - q2/M2 
µv n 

qµP = - q (q2-M2)/M2 
µv v n n 

qµqvP = _ q2(q2-M2)/M2 
µv n n 

kµkvPµv = k2 - (k.q) 2/M~ 

One can then form various contractions of the propagator. For 

the calculations in section 2.3 one may specialise to four 

dimensions (i=2) and form 

which lead to a host of contractions: 

nµv!J. npcr = 4/3M2 + 2q2/3M4 
µvpcr n n 

µv!J. p a = 213M2 + 2q4/3M4 n µvpaq q q n n 

nµv!J. (k+k')P(k+k') 0 = (k+k 1
)
2/3M2 + 2[(k+k').qJ2/3M4 

µvpa n n 

qµqv!J. qpqcr = 2q4(q2-M2)/3M4 
µvpa n n 

qµqv!J. (k+k')P(k+k') 0 = [(k+k').qJ2 {q2-M2)/M4 
µvpa n n 

+ ((k+k') 2-C(k+k').qJ2/M2)q2/3M2 
n n 



Additionally, one can form contractions without n1 s or q's: 

kµPµv = kV - (k.q)qv/M~ 

kµkv~µvpcr = (Ckp-(k.q)qp/M~J[k0-(k.q}q~M~J 
- ~ [k2-(k.q)2/Mn2JP )/(q2-M2) .) pa n 

From this one can find the contraction 
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= (C(k.p)-(k.q)(p.q)/M~J2 - 1-tk2-(k.q) 2/M~)(p2-(p.q) 2/M~))/{q2-M~) 

(C.2) 

useful for obtaining equation (2.3.13) in the text. 

For chapter 3 one requires only three contractions of ~' 

but in arbitrary dimension (2£): 

( i) ~(n)µv = nµp ~(n) nva 
µv µvpcr 

= [(Pµ )2 - (2t-3)Pµvp /{2£-l)J/2{q2-M2n) µ µv 

(ii) ~(n) µ p _ µv ~(n) pa 
µ P - n µvpa n 

= [pµvp - (Pµ )2/(2£-l)J/{q2-M2) µv µ n 

where 'Pµ )2 = 4t2 - 4£ 2;M2 + 4;M4 
~ µ q n q n 

pµVp = 2t - 2q2/M2 + q4/M4 
µv n n 

and finally, using the vertex rule (3.2.1) for hhf: 

(C.3) 
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APPENDIX D. INTEGRALS IN DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION 

Infinite integrals in quantum field theory may be made 

meaningful by a suitable regularization process, a particularly 

useful choice being dimensional continuation. Delbourgo [90J has 

given a good review of this and other methods with some applications. 

In this scheme one begins with an integral in four 

dimensions, f ct4q f(q), representing the amplitude for some process 

described by Feynman diagrams. The volume element is 

a4q = d4q/(2rr) 4 and f(q) is a Lorentz invariant function of the 

internal momentum q (a four-vector) and possibly other, 

q-independent, four-vectors. This integral is extended to 2£ 

complex dimensions by analytic continuation. The volume element 

becomes a2£q = d2£q/(2rr) 2£ and f(q) must be appropriately modified 

by replacing the elements from which it is constructed by their 2£ 

dimensional versions. For example, the massive spin-2 propagator 

(C.l) is altered by the replacement of 3 with 2£-1. 

After extension to 2£ dimensions, the integral may be 

simplified (if necessary) with the Feynman parameters ar: 

N r(vr) 

(~ f 1 arvr-1 da~ TI = o(l-a1- ... -~) 
~1 vr 

Ar 0 

x 
r(v1+ ... +vN) 

(a1A1+ ... +~AN) 
vl+ .•. +vN (D.1) 

This combines the different denominators, Ar (to the power vr), 

into one denominator. Then, provided the integral over q exists, 

the origin of integration may be shifted and only terms even in q 

will survive the integral. Even these may be simplified via 

Lorentz covariance: 
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( .2 9, -1 J 2 ,? .Q, 

J 
f(q)q q er q = (2.Q.) n f{q}q a- q 

µ v µv 

( D.2) 

The extension to 2n > 4 is obvious, giving the symmetrized product 

of n n 1 s. 

After this process the integral is reduced to a sum of 

terms of the form 

r ~29- ( 92) T 
- i J a- q 

These can be evaluated and equal 

( 2 2 )s q -m 

(-1) T-S r( 9-+T) r( S-.Q,- T) 
(4n)i r(.Q.) r(s) (m2)S-.Q.-T 

As an application of this formula we shall derive the result 

First we multiply the integral by 1: 

2 2 

f 
a2.Q,q (q2)T ( q

2
-m

2 
) 

q -m 

( D.3) 

(D.4) 

This is split into the sum of two separate integrals each of which 

can be evaluated 

and 

(-1) 1 r(.Q.+T+l) r(-i-T) 
(4n).Q, r(.Q.) r(l)(m2)-£-T 

Because of the well known property of the r-function 

z r(z) = r(z+l} 
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one can rewrite r(l-i-T) as (-i-T) rl-i-T) 

and r(i+T+l) as Ci+T} r(i+T). 

Thus the two integrals cancel and (D.4) is proved. 
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